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Introduction

Daily life is full of location-related decisions: where to go on vacation, which house to buy, which job to apply for, which route to take for the Saturday shopping. These decisions are not only influenced by the characteristics of this holiday home, house, or company, but also by the region it is located in. What is the distance to the beach, the nearest train station, or the schools and kindergartens? Another important aspect in this decision is the person making it. Is the decision maker interested in cultural events or looking for a relaxing vacation on the beach? Is he looking for a job in a big city, or more a country-side type of person? But when a person starts looking for a place to go or where to live, the number of options is overwhelming. For example, over 200,000 houses are currently for sale in The Netherlands [33]. In this thesis, we show how recommender systems can help users to narrow down the options based on the surroundings of a location-bound object (LBO). An LBO is an object that cannot be seen separately from its location, such as a house or a holiday home.

Computer systems are suitable to search through thousands of potential matching locations based on the wishes of a user. However, first we need to know what the user wants to do, and where he can do these things, before we can recommend him where to go. What a person wants to do on a vacation is strongly related to his interests, his mobility, and whether or not this person will be travelling alone, in a group, or with children. A person who is moving to a new house uses similar criteria, as a car owner will value a nearby train station less than a commuter does, and a parent is more likely to look for a neighborhood with a school. To describe such locations we use the concept of a point-of-interest (POI): a location where goods and services are provided, geometrically described using a point, and semantically enriched with at least an interest category. An interest category provides information about the type of services or goods that can be expected at the location, such as restaurant, supermarket, or airport. In trajectory analysis, a point representation often does not suffice. Therefore, we also introduce the two-dimensional counterpart of a POI, its polygon-of-interest (POLOI): a location where goods and services are provided, geometrically described using a polygon, and
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semantically enriched with at least an interest category. The number of nearby POIs and their categories influence the attractiveness of a neighborhood for a specific purpose.

Recommender systems are widely spread to recommend books, movies, music and many other types of consumer products to users. In recommender systems, a user profile captures information that can be used to compare the profiled user with other users, and is used to predict what this user may like or need. User profiles can be populated from many input sources. In this thesis, we focus on input from trajectory data, and social media profiles. A person who visits a gas station on a regular basis probably owns a car, and a person who visits a school every morning for five minutes probably has a child there. We use this information to populate a user profile to describe those characteristics of a person that are relevant for the recommendation process. Similarly, a geoprofile can be used to compare neighborhoods with each other. A geoprofile contains those characteristics of a region that are relevant to the decision to be made. Examples of such characteristics are nearby POIs, climate, and spoken languages: a geoprofile for real estate contains information such as the distance to the nearest train station or nearby schools, while a geoprofile for a holiday home is more focused on nearby touristic attractions. The types of user interest we use in recommendations, therefore always have a relation with the type of object we are trying to recommend. When recommending holiday homes, it is useful to know if a person is more interested in a cultural or a sportive vacation, while in the recommendation process of real estate, it is more important to know where this person works or spends free time.

In this thesis, we introduce a geo-social recommender system (GRS). A GRS is a system that is specifically designed to use social media content and geospatial data to discover a user’s interests and to create a match with LBOs. For our system, called GeoSoRS (GeoSocial Recommender System), we provide an architecture and in-depth elaboration of its components, by answering the four research questions that are introduced in the remainder of this chapter.

1.1 Inspiration scenario

The work in this thesis is inspired by the holiday home portal of EuroCottage. EuroCottage is a small Dutch company that allows its clients to search and book approximately 200,000 holiday homes throughout Europe. In this section, we introduce a vision of how user-generated content (UGC), and especially volunteered geographic information (VGI), can be used to improve the recommendations on this holiday home portal.

For the selection of a holiday home, a person takes several considerations into account. Besides price, size, availability, and the holiday home
aesthetics, the location of the holiday home plays a large role in the decision-making process. While price, size and availability are already available as criteria to narrow down the search in current holiday home search engines, the options to search for locations are rather limited. One can choose to search in specific countries, or nearby the sea, but one cannot for example search on the vicinity of cultural places, or amusement parks. This information however, is already present in some of the descriptions to a certain extent, albeit as free text input. In this thesis, we explore the possibilities to extract this information from these descriptions, using existing techniques, and explore new possibilities to match them with a user. For the holiday home domain, one could ultimately think of the geoprofile schema example that is given in Figure 1.1, consisting of:

1. the POIs within a reasonable distance;
2. the (un)organized events within a reasonable distance;
3. the socio-demographical backgrounds of the neighborhood;
4. the geographic properties of the location.

While the holiday home descriptions form a good starting point for interest detection, existing customer experiences may even be more suitable. If several renters of a holiday home visited the same POI during their stay, this POI may be worth visiting for potential visitors as well. Similarly, recommendations by locals, or even holiday home owners, can be of value while creating recommendations. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The reviews of nearby POIs and automatically detected visits of places through VGI content around the cottage can be used to inform or recommend the holiday home to new renters. This UGC and VGI can be generated by former renters, local businesses and/or holiday home owners. The UGC on items in this area does not necessarily come from the company’s own platform, but can also be collected from social media. Social media profiles of potential renters are also useful to use as an information source for the interests of that renter, to find a matching holiday home for them. The gray
Figure 1.2: Holiday home domain: input can be provided by multiple sources, and detected from multiple channels, such as social media or VGI

mini-networks on the outside of Figure 1.2 illustrate that these people may be connected to other holiday homes, or cottages, as well.

1.2 Geosocial recommender system architecture

Recommendation selection in our GRS is a step-by-step process of detecting a user’s interests, and discovering characteristics of all LBOs. Information on users and objects needs to be collected, combined and enriched before it can be used in any recommender system. In the exploratory phase of this research, we focused on which components are necessary for LBO recommendations. To create a solid foundation for our GRS, we answer the following research question:

**RQ1. Which software components can contribute to LBO recommendation based on the LBO’s geographic embedding and a user’s interests?**
1.3 Trajectory analysis

Chaw et al. already proposed an architecture for a social network with geotagged recommendations in [21], just as Papadimitriou et al. did in [72]. While their architectures are based on the creation of a new social network, throughout this thesis we will focus on the usage of information that is already available in external social media, such as Facebook. For each of the components from the architecture we present in Chapter 2, we give a direction of its implementation. These components formed a basis for the next phases of the research, and led to the consecutive research questions below.

1.3.1 Point-of-interest collection

Cadastral data, with its two-dimensional descriptions of building and property outlines, forms a good starting point for trajectory analysis. However, this data is often expensive, or even impossible to obtain. On the web, information on POIs is often freely available, but: (1) each information source has its own structure, and (2) information is scattered over many websites. To cope with these challenges, we attempt to answer the following subquestion:

RQ2a. How can existing POIs be collected from the web using minimal resources, with respect to both human effort and computation power?
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![Figure 1.3: POIs with their respective POLOIs. POIs are represented by the red dots, their POLOIs by the blue polygons directly surrounding them.](image)

We attempt to answer this subquestion in Chapter 3, where we introduce a scraping method based on *scraper workflows*, rather than rigid scraping configurations. This part of our work is inspired by wrapper induction, as it was introduced by Kushmeric in [55]. We show how combinations of induced wrappers can be used in general, and for POI collection specifically.

1.3.2 Polygon-of-interest estimation

A third problem arises when it comes to POI collection from the web: information on POIs is often limited to an address, or a coordinate pair at best. Some POIs however, such as an airport, are very large, while others, such as a flower shop, are relatively small. This requires us to describe a POI as more than just a point object, if this information is to be used for trajectory analysis. We address this problem through the next subquestion:

RQ2b. *How can the size and shape of a parcel related to a POI be estimated?*

In Chapter 4, we attempt to find an answer to this question, by transforming POIs into POLOIs, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Gianotti et al. acknowledge the need for POLOI detection in [34], but they assume that the set of POLOIs is provided as an input to their approach. In Chapter 4, we introduce six different approaches for POLOI estimation, and compare them.
1.3.3 POI visit detection

The final subquestion for interest detection from trajectory data follows from the necessity to cope with typical problems with trajectory data: this data is noisy and incomplete, due to the influences of, amongst others, low sensor quality, signal multi-path and loss of signal inside buildings. This leads to the final subquestion:

RQ2c. How can POI visits be detected from mobile trajectory data?

Several attempts have been undertaken to extract POI visits from trajectory data. There are generally two ways to do this. The most common way is to detect POIs from slow movement over a longer period of time, and defining the locations at which this happens regularly as the POI set. This has been done for example by Ashbrook et al. [6] or Zheng et al. [97]. A less common way is to match trajectories with a given POI set, such as the one by Alvares et al. [4]. The advantage of the latter approach, is that more information on the matched POI may already be available, such as a name, address, website, and POI category. In Chapter 5, we show the drawbacks of existing approaches, and introduce and validate a new approach.

1.4 UGC quality assessment

UGC is by nature imprecise, and sometimes conflicting. One person reviews a restaurant positively, while someone else’s experiences were quite negative. Especially when the number of reviews per item is relatively low, it is important to filter out low quality content. With the following research question, we attempt to find a solution to do so, based on trajectory data:

RQ3. Which methods can be used to assess the quality of UGC, based on trajectory data?

Several attempts for behavior pattern detection from trajectory data have been undertaken, such as the ones by Giannotti et al. [34], Zheng et al. [98], and Spaccapietra et al. [81]. All these approaches for behavior detection from movement data are useful for several applications, but with the method we introduce in Chapter 6, we attempt to find new ways to detect patterns both from geometric trajectory data, as well as from preprocessed data that already contains some semantics.
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1.5 Recommendation selection

With the increased social media usage over the past decade, we have a new, semi-structured, way to access knowledge about a person’s interests. On Facebook users have the option to like pages about places, organizations, products or famous people, on Twitter users can follow companies or famous people, and so on. Therefore, social media content forms a good starting point to build a user profile based on their interests. In the recommendation selection process, we focused on the structured interest information from social media profiles to answer the final research question:

RQ4. How can interests be extracted and used to select recommendations from a set of LBOs?

To find an answer to this research question, we propose a method based on external social media and generic knowledge-bases. The potential for recommendations based on these sources has also been described by Passant and Raimand in [75] or Bostandjiev et al. in [15], for example. The Interest-Based Recommender System (IBRS) we propose as a component for our GRS is not only suitable for LBOs, but is even applicable for other domains, as we demonstrate in Chapter 7.

1.6 Thesis scope & structure

With respect to the problem we laid out at the beginning of this chapter, in this thesis we aim to provide possibilities to collect POIs, both for interest extraction and to construct geoprofiles. We also provide ways to detect interests from both trajectory data, through POI visit detection and behavioral patterns detection, and from social media. With the IBRS recommendation component, we match these interests with interesting locations detected from holiday home descriptions. For each of the components resulting from RQ2a, RQ2b, RQ2c, RQ3 and RQ4, we validate our answer separately, for which the results are discussed in its respective chapter. Furthermore, since we are working with data on privacy sensitive information, such as location information, we also provide hints and considerations on how to use our solutions in a privacy respecting way throughout the thesis.

To conclude this introduction, we provide you the overview of the thesis structure in Figure 1.4 as a reading guide. Each of the above research (sub)questions is discussed in a separate chapter. Chapter 2 discusses the architecture resulting from RQ1. In Chapter 3, we describe the web harvester from RQ2a. In Chapter 4, we present the POLOI estimation algorithm from RQ2b. RQ2c is answered through the trajectory analysis approach in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the behavior detection method from RQ3.
1.6. Thesis scope & structure

Geo-social recommender system (RQ1/CH2)

Scraping (RQ2a/CH3)

POI-to-POLOI Conversion (RQ2b/CH4)

Visited POI Detection (RQ2c/CH5)

Behavior Pattern Detection (RQ3/CH6)

User profiles

Location profiles

Recommendation Selection (RQ4/CH7)

Location-Bound Objects

Figure 1.4: Global overview of the components of a GRS discussed in this thesis. Each research question (RQ), represented by a box (including the dashed one) is discussed in a separate chapter (CH).

In Chapter 7 we discuss the recommendation selection techniques of RQ4. Chapter 8, finally, contains the conclusions and provides directions for future work.
Architecture

Abstract

In this chapter, we propose the GeoSoRS architecture that is designed to create personal LBO recommendations based on a person’s whereabouts and social network profiles. In this architecture, information is used from multiple sources to extract suitable recommendations: authoritative data, knowledge bases, internal UGC/VGI, web content, social media content, and the already available LBO product database. In three steps, this information is collected from the corresponding source, enriched and combined, and, finally, used for LBO recommendation extraction. For each of these steps, the components used in GeoSoRS are introduced, and for each component, we discuss existing work, propose a solution, and provide pointers to where this component is discussed in more detail in the remainder of this thesis.

This chapter is based on [28]

2.1 Introduction

Large online stores have access to massive amounts of customer data, such as past browsing and purchasing behavior. This data can be used to support customers in their decision-making for future purchases. Collaborative filtering-based RSs have been designed and proven their effectiveness over the past decades [78]. The main drawbacks of these systems are their vulnerability to data sparsity and the cold-start problem [2]. The first problem is especially the case for the recommendation of a large item set, to a relatively small group of users, as is the case for the holiday home broker from our running example. For this scenario, knowledge-based RSs are a more suitable alternative [13]. A knowledge-based RS is a RS that uses a combination of knowledge on the item set with knowledge on the users to extract recommendations, and does not rely on (browsing and/or purchasing) behavior from other customers. In a knowledge-based RS for holiday homes, for example, a user with a known preference for France gets holiday home recommenda-
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Current GRSs, such as GeoLife 2.0 by Zheng et al. [95], or GeoSocialDB by Chow et al. [21], provide location-based recommendations for nearby POIs. This deviates from our goal, as we intend to provide recommendations for remote locations, based on a collection of interesting or useful POIs. Furthermore, in GeoSoRS, we assume the starting point that the only available information is an LBO product database, and there is no requirement for interactions between users, as is the case for example in GeoLife. To facilitate this, we propose the GeoSoRS architecture in this chapter, that is designed to:

1. extract knowledge about a user from his trajectory data and existing social media profile;
2. extract knowledge about the region an LBO is located in, and;
3. combine this knowledge to extract recommendations.

In the GeoSoRS architecture, information is processed in three steps: (1) data collection, (2) data enrichment, and (3) recommendation extraction. For each of these steps, we introduce the required components, and for each component, existing work is discussed and pointers are provided to where this component is discussed in more detail in the remainder of this thesis.

This chapter is further structured as follows: related work is discussed in Section 2.2, information collection is discussed in Section 2.3, information enrichment is discussed in Section 2.4, the selection of recommendations is discussed in Section 2.5, an overview of the designed architecture is given in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 presents the conclusion.

2.2 Related work

GRS research is at the intersection of three research areas: geographic information science, online communities, and recommender systems. Several GRS architectures have readily been introduced, each with its own strengths and drawbacks. Zheng et al. presented the architecture for GeoLife 2.0 in [95]. GeoLife 2.0 is a GPS-data-driven social networking service where people can share life experiences and connect to each other with their location histories. Their architecture is based on collaborative filtering, and has components for user similarity detection, trajectory analysis, and recommendation selection. The social aspect in GeoLife is the possibility to connect with other users. GeoLife’s architecture uses GPS traces only to create a user profile. This user profile is used both for location recommendation and to connect with similar users. In GeoLife’s architecture, no components are available for information collection from external sources, and the availability of a filled POI database is therefore a prerequisite. In collaboration with Bao and
Mokbel, Zheng proposed another architecture in [10], where they attempt to overcome the data sparsity problem. This architecture however, does not provide a solution for data collection, and requires users to check-in to locations.

Chaw et al. introduced GeoSocialDB: a holistic system providing three location-based social networking services, namely, location-based news feed, location-based news ranking, and location-based POI recommendation [21]. The latter refers to POI recommendation, potentially based on reviews by connected users. While the services of GeoSocialDB are thought to be implemented as query operators inside a database engine, the proposed system is rich enough to be considered a complete recommendation engine. GeoSocialDB extracts recommended news items and places based on geo-tagged news messages, user profiles, and POI ratings. A user can submit new news messages, user profile updates or POI ratings. The user profile contains personal information, e.g., identity and contact information, a list of friends, and preferences for the location-based news ranking service, and is maintained by the user. Just as is the case for GeoLife, users in GeoSocialDB have the option to connect with each other.

Papadimitriou et al. introduced a GRS called GeoSocial Recommender System, where users can get recommendations on friends, locations and activities [72]. In Papadimitriou’s system, a user profile consists of check-ins and friends. The three types of recommendations are extracted through a tensor reduction of a 3-order tensor, containing the user, location and past activities. As this is a form of collaborative filtering, Papadimitriou et al. reported that data sparsity became a problem upon evaluation.

Gupta et al. finally, proposed MobiSoC: middleware that enables mobile social computing application development [40]. In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, its architecture contains components for data collection of trajectories, POIs and information on users. An API is proposed to facilitate the development of mobile social applications in a generic way, using calls such as getCommonSocialContacts() to get the mutual friends of two people or getPeopleAtPlace() to get the people currently present at a specified location. The MobiSoC architecture is designed to provide support for the creation of an a recommendation engine, but does not contain one.

2.3 Information collection

Information is collected in GeoSoRS from five information source types: authoritative data, knowledge-bases, internal UGC, web content, and social media. Which data is collected, depends on the contents of the sixth information source: the product database. The geoprofile and user profile schemas determine for a large part which information is relevant to collect from other information sources, while certain components in the informa-
tion enrichment phase also require additional data to be collected for their analysis.

2.3.1 Authoritative data collectors

Authoritative data can be used as an information source of (typically) high quality on POIs or regional characteristics, such as demographics or regional climate. In GeoSoRS, we use authoritative data for enriching data collected through web harvesting, as discussed in Section 4.3, where we use an authoritative web feature service (WFS) to geocode collected POIs. This detailed information leads to more accurate insight into the POI visit behavior of users, as described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

2.3.2 Knowledge base connectors

A public knowledge-base, such as OpenStreetMap, DBpedia, Freebase, GeoNames or YAGO, forms another important data source type for GeoSoRS. OpenStreetMap can be used as a starting point for POI sets, although inspection of this data set showed that this information is rather scarce, and not always up-to-date. However, its building polygons, that are less prone to be out-of-date, can be used for trajectory analysis, as we show in Chapter 4. DBpedia also contains many geographic references, but this information only contains items with a certain historical value, and typically not information on local businesses. A more useful application of the DBpedia data for GeoSoRS is the possibility to find all entities that are related to another, specified, entity, as we show with our query expansion technique in Section 7.4.

2.3.3 User-generated content collector

Internal UGC can be explicitly provided, through a POI rating & review system, or implicitly, through the ordering of products or booking of services. While the latter does not provide information on the user’s experience, it does give an indication for the likeliness of other people choosing that or a similar product or service. A special type of UGC is VGI. The frequency of visits and/or time spent at certain locations says something about the preferences and needs of a person. While we consider the challenges of collecting accurate trajectory data efficiently outside the scope of this thesis, automated trajectory analysis and enrichment is discussed in Section 2.4.1 and Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
2.3. Information collection

2.3.4 Web data harvesters

Collecting public information from the web minimizes both costs and dependencies on data suppliers. Web data extraction systems are designed to facilitate this and are defined by Baumgartner et al. as software extracting, automatically and repeatedly, data from web pages with changing contents, and that delivers extracted data to a database or some other application [12]. For a recent survey on this subject, please refer to the work of Ferrara et al. [31]. In this thesis, we will focus on the concept described by Ferrara et al. as a web wrapper: a procedure, (..), that seeks and finds data required by a human user, extracting them from unstructured (or semi-structured) web sources, and transforming them into structured data, merging and unifying this information for further processing, in a semi-automatic or fully automatic way. According to Ferrara et al. a web wrapper typically goes through a life-cycle of: (1) generation, (2) execution, and (3) maintenance. In Chapter 3, we introduce a scraper that is specifically designed to minimize the effort of exactly these three phases, especially for a large number of websites.

2.3.5 Social media information collectors

Social media form a special subcategory of web content, as this content type also provides detailed information on the preferences of a single user, while regular web content is typically not limited to a specific user. The pages people like on Facebook, and all similar behavior on other social media, tell us something about what people want to be associated with. On social media, users can explicitly or implicitly review an item. We define a review as an indication of preference of an object, in a textual, numeric or boolean way, or a combination thereof. On Facebook for example, people can review an organization with a combination of a star rating and (optionally) a description of their experience, or they can like their Facebook page. We consider the first example an explicit review: a review with clear intent to inform other users, and the second example an implicit review: a review that is derived from content that was (most likely) not intended to inform other users. The latter often occurs when people simply want to share their recent activities with their social media peers, through for example a picture or a status update. A more advanced way of collecting reviews from a social media account, is to analyze the user’s messages on his or someone else’s bulletin board (such as Facebook’s timeline). This involves information retrieval techniques, to extract POIs from these messages, such as described in [42], as well as the detection of the corresponding sentiment, similar to [83].

A second type of information from social media that can be used in GeoSoRS, are the social medium pages on a place or an organization located near to one or more LBOs. A social medium page is a reference to a real-world entity on social media, often intended to inform about and/or increase the popularity
of this entity. A social medium page on a place or an organization often has a reference to its address or even geographic coordinates. While the information on places or organizations used to be very limited, the current trend of awareness for the importance of a positive online presence has led to an increase in detail and accuracy of provided information over the past years. This is especially the case for mainstream social media, such as Facebook. By now, this information could also be useful for POI collection, and thus for populating geoprofiles of LBOs.

Social medium profiles have been used in both generic and domain-specific RSs. Examples of generic social media-based RSs are Fijalkowski and Zatoka’s (unnamed) e-commerce architecture [32], Guy et al.’s Lotus Connections-based people-based recommender [41], and He et al.’s social network-based recommender system. Examples of domain-specific social media-based RSs are Bu et al.’s music RS [16] and Bonhard and Sasse’s Facebook-based movie RS [14]. The first step in using social media data in a RS is to connect his user profile in the RS to his social medium profile, and to extract the relevant content, such as liked pages, visited places, and timeline posts that potentially say something about a person’s interests. In Chapter 7, where we introduce our implicit review-based recommendation engine, we briefly touch upon the collection of social medium profile data. Since privacy naturally plays a large role when dealing with social medium profile data, we recommend the discussion of Zimmer et al. on this topic [100].

2.4 Information enrichment

Information enrichment is used to automatically analyse and combine available information. When necessary, these components can interact with information collection components to initiate additional information collection. The analysis approaches we use in GeoSoRS are trajectory analysis, quality assessment, and social graph analysis.

2.4.1 Trajectory analyzer

The trajectory analyzer is used to extract semantically meaningful information on the preferences and needs of a user from the VGI output of the UGC collector component. The places that a person visits, provide information on which LBO a person might be interested in. For example: a person visiting a school every morning probably drops off a child there, and is thus more likely to book a child-friendly holiday home, or to buy a house near a school. Extracting visited POIs is a challenging task, especially due to impreciseness of trajectories and loss of signal inside buildings. This topic has been researched already for example by Alvares et al. [4], Palma et al.
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Their work and more is described in detail in Section 5.2. As discussed in Chapter 1, in GeoSoRS we attempt to solve this problem in three steps: (1) collection of POIs from the web, (2) conversion of POIs to POLOIs, and (3) matching trajectories with POLOIs. The trajectory analyzer has both the role of the second step, discussed in Chapter 4, and the third step, discussed in Chapter 5.

2.4.2 Quality inspector

The goal of the quality inspector is to filter out irrelevant, imprecise, untrusted or outdated content. UGC is known to be regularly imprecise, and many online reviews lack usefulness, or even trustworthiness. Coping with the possibility of imprecise content on elsewhere unmentioned items can be done by rating the accuracy of content sources. Such a rating can for example be based on a comparison of the source’s content with other sources, and the type of source (e.g. the website of a restaurant chain is more likely to provide more accurate information on their restaurants than the yellow pages). Chai et al. provided an overview of purely UGC-based quality assessment systems in [19]. In this thesis, we focus on quality assessment based on trajectory data: in Chapter 6, we show how behavioral patterns can be extracted from trajectory data, and how these patterns can be used to predict the UGC quality.

2.4.3 Social graph analyzer

Social networks can be represented as a labeled graph, called the social graph [54, 77]. Hidden relations can be derived from the social graph using regular graph theory, such as the approach by Roth et al. [77]. Clusters of friends can be detected from this as well, as shown by Cazabet et al. in [18] for example. Konstas et al. used the social graph to extract recommendations based on the opinions of connected social medium users in [54]. Although we acknowledge potential in propagating interests between users, especially with a suitable user similarity function, we limit ourselves in this thesis to the interests extracted directly from the user itself. In Chapter 7, we use the relations between a social medium user and his liked social media pages to extract interests.

2.5 Recommendation selection

The recommendation selection performed in GeoSoRS is based on finding a match between a user profile and a geoprofile. Other characteristics of the LBO, such as price and size, are then used for filtering.
2.5.1 Profile matching

Profile matching, as we use it in GeoSoRS, is the process of linking a user profile to a product profile, based on common grounds. The profile matching idea is illustrated at a high level in Figure 2.1: a user has interests that are potentially met by an LBO.

![Diagram of profile matching](image)

Figure 2.1: Profile matching based on common interests. Interest sources can be trajectory collections or social media accounts.

In Figure 2.2, we give an example of what types of information could be present in a geoprofile of a holiday home in Greece, and how this information can be used to relate it to a specific user. Multiple paths lead from the user to the holiday home, through matching elements in the user profile and the geoprofile.

![Diagram of profile matching between user and holiday home](image)

Figure 2.2: Profile matching based on common interests between the geoprofile of a Greek holiday home and a user with a Facebook account.

Formally, the set of recommended products (i.e. LBOs) based on profile matching are given as:
\[ R_{pm}(u, I, P) = \{ p \mid i \in I, p \in P \land \text{hasInterest}(u, i) \land \text{meetsInterest}(i, p) \} \]

where \( u \) is the user, \( I \) the set of interests, and \( P \) the set of products. \( \text{hasInterest} \) and \( \text{meetsInterest} \) are functions that are based on the available information in the user profile and geoprofile (contained in the LBO profile). A ranking of the matches can be based on characteristics of this graph, such as the number of paths or number of common interests, or even by creating an aggregate function on a weighted graph.

2.5.2 Filtering

Filtering is applied to make a selection of the products of the user’s interest, based on conditions supplied by the user inputs, or known search behavior from the past. The filtering function can be defined using boolean algebra or probabilistic logic. In the case of the holiday home broker, a user-filled filter contains for example the start date and end date of the vacation. The resulting set of recommendations \( R_f \) for a user \( u \) under filtering condition \( f \) as the intersection between the products for which both the filtering condition and the profile matching function hold:

\[ R_f(u, I, P) = \{ p \mid p \in R_{pm}(u, I, P) \land \text{matches}_f(p) \} , \]

where \( \text{matches}_f \) is a function that is defined by filtering condition \( f \).

2.6 Architecture overview

Combining the discussed information collection, information enrichment, and recommendation selection phases leads to the GeoSoRS architecture in Figure 2.3. The six arrows on the left represent the sources of data: the
product database, authoritative data, knowledge-bases, internal UGC/VGI, web content, and external social media content. In the information collection phase, this information is transformed to basic user profiles and geoprofiles for the LBOs. In the information enrichment phase, additional analysis is done to create enriched profiles, with a semantic meaning that is suitable for the recommendation selection phase. In that last phase, recommendations are extracted based on the discussed profile matching and product filtering approach.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter presents the architecture of GeoSoRS, consisting of three phases: information collection, information enrichment, and recommendation selection. For each of these components, existing approaches are discussed and possible (alternative) solutions are proposed and/or pointers are given to a more detailed discussion elsewhere in this thesis. Contrary to existing approaches, the GeoSoRS architecture contains both data collection and recommendation components. Furthermore, it contains advanced components for travelling behavior analysis and UGC quality analysis, that are discussed in the remainder of this thesis.
Abstract

In this thesis, we show how the interests of users can be collected and used for recommendations, from trajectory data and social media profiles. In this chapter, we focus on the first step of interest collection from trajectory data: POI data collection. Rather than buying expensive POI data, in GeoSoRS, POI data is collected from the web. We discuss the construction of a web scraper that collects information, without the need for reconfiguration in response to changes of the HTML structure on these websites. We present the NeoGeo scraper, which wraps both existing and novel algorithms in components to let an application developer build scraping workflows. The scraper allows the concatenation of components based on recent web site inspection algorithms to build scraping workflows that are robust against interface changes of the information sources. The Dutch Yellow Pages are used as an example of such an information source to demonstrate how information retrieval (IR) algorithms can be combined to automatically and robustly collect POIs.

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we lay the foundation for interest collection based on trajectories. Where people go, says a lot about their preferences and needs. To obtain knowledge about where people like or need to go, the places visited by the mobile device owner need to be recognized. As discussed in Chapter 2, most conventional trajectory analysis approaches (e.g. [97]), use the trajectory data to detect where POIs are located, by finding those locations where a significant amount of time is spent. In GeoSoRS, we take a different approach: we collect trajectories on one hand, POIs on the other hand, and use the algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 to match these. Using this approach for POI collection, in contrast to detecting POIs from trajectory data, gives us knowledge on what kind of human activity or interest the location can be associated. In this chapter, we focus on POI collection, using the NeoGeo scraper, that is introduced here. The contributions discussed in this
chapter are therefore two-fold: (1) the introduction of the NeoGeo scraper technology, and (2) a demonstration of its application to scraping POIs from the web, using minimal resources and limited configuration efforts.

Ferrara et al. identify five main challenges in web data extraction in [31]. We focus on the first and fifth (which from here on we will call our second challenge) challenge they identify. The first is providing a high degree of automation by reducing human efforts as much as possible, and the second challenge is the fact that a web data extraction tool has to routinely extract data from a web data source which can evolve over time. Currently commercially available scrapers, such as Visual Web Ripper [87], rely on XPath configurations that are used to detect where the relevant information is located. These XPaths are entered manually, by a developer, or through a visual inspection of the page by a developer, that is translated by the scraper to an XPath configuration. The main drawback of this type of configuration, is that they are often outdated as soon as the website interface is changed. This makes this type of configuration time-consuming, especially with an increasing number of scraped websites.

We address these challenges through the usage and creation of web inspection algorithms, such as the Search Result Finder by Trieschnigg et al. [86]. The use of such techniques that mimic human cognitive skills helps us to find the relevant content on a web page automatically. The only configuration that is still required is the definition of the steps the website consumer (in this case the scraper) is supposed to take, which is defined as the scraper workflow. A scraper workflow is a concatenation of such algorithms that step-by-step leads the scraper to the relevant content on the website. The intention of scraper workflows is that they are robust to interface changes, and also are re-usable for different websites that follow a similar flow.

Another challenge discussed by Ferrara et al. is the volume of data that has to be processed in a relatively small amount of time. While we do not focus on the throughput speed, we do put emphasis on the potential to scrape multiple sources simultaneously, by reducing the required resources for a single web extraction. For scraping the Dutch Yellow Pages for the mid-sized city of Enschede, as we did for the validation of the NeoGeo scraper, a total of 33,623 pages were accessed. Scraping this website for a larger number of towns and/or scraping multiple sources will increase this number rapidly. Therefore, we introduce a pipeline mechanism. The pipeline mechanisms allows scraping components to interact in such a way that a depth-first crawl is performed. This ensures that a minimal amount of pages is in memory, while downloading and parsing pages only once, thus reducing resource requirements. Other solutions, such as efficient querying of web forms as discussed by Nelson et al. [68] and Khelghati et al. [53], can be used to add feedback to the pipeline, but in this chapter we focus on the general pipeline principle.
The NeoGeo scraper is built in Java, and uses the HTMLUnit and Hibernate libraries for web and database interaction, respectively. The project is set up as a Maven project, and is released open source under the FreeBSD license on GitHub.

This chapter is further structured as follows: related work is discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 the NeoGeo scraper is presented, and in Section 3.4 we explain how the NeoGeo scraper can be used for POI scraping. Section 3.5 finally contains our conclusion and gives directions for future work in this field.

### 3.2 Related work

As the amount of public information on the web increased from the mid 1990s onwards, the amount of scrapers to collect and bundle this information increased with it. In 1997, Kushmeric defined a wrapper as: a procedure for extracting a particular resource’s content [55]. He also introduced the concept of wrapper induction, a technique for automatically constructing wrappers. In his thesis, he explains how to create and select useful wrappers in three steps. In our work, we aim to avoid having a single wrapper for each information resource, but rather we aim to re-use scraper workflows for different resources. The encountered problems are very similar though. Ashsish and Knoblock introduced an alternative approach to the wrapper generation problem in [7] that required less knowledge about the structure of the scraped objects. Gruser et al. presented a toolkit in [38] that uses a wrapper capability table to determine which URL constructor and HTML extractor shall be used for each input and output type combination. This is similar to our approach of specifying a workflow for each website, but assumes that only one single wrapper inducer is used per source. For a complete overview of these and other web data extraction methods up to 2002, we recommend the survey by Laender and Ribeiro-Neto [56].

In 2003, Wang and Lochovsky presented DeLa, a system to extract information from the deep web that uses a wrapper inducer to detect and annotate the retrieved data [88]. At the same time, Liu et al. demonstrated in [61] that their method using the HTML tree to detect the fields of one or more objects on one page was much more accurate than existing techniques. All of these techniques laid a strong foundation for data extraction from the web, while proving the usefulness of wrapper inducers several times. Baumgartner et al. provide an overview of the evolution of web scrapers in [12], and define the following five tasks of a web data extraction system:

1. web interaction;
2. support for wrapper generation and execution;
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3. scheduling for repeated application of previously generated wrappers;
4. data transformation, and;
5. delivering the resulting structured data to external applications.

The most recent survey of web data extraction techniques is the one by Ferrara et al. which was mentioned already in the introduction of this chapter [31]. In this survey, techniques, existing systems, and applications of web data extraction systems are discussed up to 2014. Many of the techniques that are discussed, are suitable to be implemented as components of our workflow-based scraper. An example of such an implementation of an existing technique is the SEARCH RESULT DETECTION component discussed in Section 3.3, which is based on the work of Trieschnigg et al. [86].

3.3 NeoGeo scraper

Information on the web is presented to users in an interface easy to interpret by humans. Users follow a path to the information they need, by filling out forms or clicking on the proper links. For example, when a user searches for a local business in the Yellow Pages, he/she is required to fill out a search field with two forms: (1) the category of the business, and (2) the name of the town, as illustrated in Figure 3.1a. The user is then presented with a list of results located in or nearby the specified town in that category, as illustrated in Figure 3.1b. Then, the user selects one of the items, and is presented with a page filled with more detailed information on that specific business, as illustrated in Figure 3.1c. If we abstract this to a higher level of user interactions, we obtain the user workflow in Figure 3.2. The user starts at the search page, performs a search action, and lands on a result page. After possible pagination through such pages, the user selects an item to view a detail page.

Since scrapers intend to visit all detail pages related to the search goal of the scraper, typical scraper behavior deviates slightly from that of users: (1) scrapers perform multiple searches, (2) scrapers visit all pagination pages, (3) scrapers visit all detail pages, and (4) post-processing of the information (such as data structuring and storage) is required. This alternative interaction is depicted in the workflow of Figure 3.3.

To facilitate web scraping, several algorithms are required to inspect and/or navigate the websites. For the search result page for example, two inspections are necessary: (1) the detection of search results, and (2) the detection of the pagination links. The search results then still need to be inspected further, to detect the link to the detail page within that search result. In the NeoGeo scraper each such inspection or navigation algorithm
is wrapped in a ‘scrapelet’. In the sequel of this chapter, we will use the term ‘scrapelet’ to stand for a scraper component process that is generic and re-usable as part of a scraper workflow. We will identify a number of scrapelet classes, each of which typifies the function/responsibility that a scrapelet has in the workflow that it is part of. Scrapelets have the characteristic that they are easy to recombine, and thus to re-use. Each scrapelet either: (1) inspects the document object model (DOM) tree of the HTML page, (2) selects from this tree, (3) returns a new HTML page, or (4) performs post-processing on the collected information, that is not directly related to the HTML structure anymore (such as geocoding an address, or storing the information in the database). The goal is to create a chain of scrapelets that
becomes a *scraper workflow*. If the methods used in the scrapelets for page inspection and content extraction are generic enough, scraper workflows are reusable for websites with similar workflows. Using automated scrapelets to find XPaths, rather than finding these manually, ensures that the scraper workflow (1) does not need to be updated upon each website update that
changes the XPath, and (2) can be reused for similar sources. Two websites have similar workflows when the same components, in the same order, both lead to the desired scraping result.

A typical example of a generic scrapelet for XPath detection is **SEARCH RESULT DETECTION**, for which the result is illustrated in Figure 3.4. This scrapelet is based on the **SearchResultFinder** by Trieschnigg et al. [86], and mimicks human cognitive skills to inspect a web page that contains search results based on visual and data clues: first it generates a list of candidate XPaths. For each of these, it calculates a score, based on several features, such as pixel area and the grid that the resulting elements are located in, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 and uses this to rank the candidates. The red blocks from Figure 3.4 represent the result for the top ranked XPath.

Besides the (reusable) scraper workflow, the scraper needs to be configured for each information source (i.e. website) with a starting URL and a model object class, which is to be filled with the found information. The webpage corresponding to the starting URL is fed as input to the first scrapelet.

### 3.3.1 Input and output typing of scrapelets

To ensure proper concatenation of scraping components, each component has a fixed input type and output type. Possible input and output types are: **HTML PAGE**, **DOM NODE**, and **MODEL OBJECT**. In the first scraping step of the Yellow Pages example, we perform a search action on the search page. The input is the page containing the search form, and the output is the search result page. In this case, both the input and output are of the type **HTML PAGE**. Further in the workflow, the search results are extracted from the search result page. This step, called **SEARCH RESULT EXTRACTION**, has

![Figure 3.5: Ranked candidate XPaths for the SEARCH RESULT DETECTION scrapelet, based on scores.](image)
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Figure 3.6: NeoGeo scraper workflow example; scrapelets with matching input and output types can be concatenated.

HTML PAGE as the input type, and DOM NODE as the output type. In the NeoGeo scrapelets, input and output types are always single elements, not collections, as will be explained later.

3.3.2 Scraper workflows

Some websites require search actions to be taken, others readily provide a list with all the information, and yet other websites provide pagination on the search result pages. To reuse scraper functionality at a high abstraction level, scraper workflows are defined as concatenations of scrapelets to perform exactly those tasks relevant to that specific website. Since websites often have similar workflows, the set of workflows is typically considerably smaller than the set of websites to be scraped, especially when the focus is on a single domain only.

In Figure 3.6, the workflow of scraping the Dutch Yellow Pages is shown. In this Figure, the input and output types are illustrated by different symbols. The HTML PAGE type is represented by a straight line on the respective input or output side, the DOM NODE type by a single triangle, and a MODEL OBJECT by a double triangle. The steps of Figure 3.3 can be recognized in the scraper workflow by the separating dashed lines. For each node of Figure 3.3, a sequence of scrapelets is introduced in the scraper workflow of Figure 3.6. To illustrate the possibility to reuse this workflow: it contains no elements specifically developed for the Yellow Pages, and can be used to scrape other sources of local business information (e.g. restaurant review sites) just as well. We have tested each developed component (through JUnit unit tests) on multiple websites, all of which contained information on POIs, such as the IKEA store finder and the Dutch restaurant review website iens.nl.
3.3.3 Messages

Throughout the workflow, all output elements are constructed as a SCRAPER MESSAGE object. Each message consists of a body (corresponding to the output type of the preceding scrapelet), and a collection of properties. Using a message as a wrapper allows a scrapelet to add properties describing the output of its inspection. These properties can be used by scrapelets later in the workflow. The SEARCH RESULT DETECTION and PAGINATION DETECTION blocks from Figure 3.6 for example add the respective XPaths as properties to the scraper message. The SEARCH RESULT EXTRACTION block uses both these properties to extract the next search result.

3.3.4 Scrapelet types

In the NeoGeo scraper, we distinguish between the following scrapelet types:

**Initiator**

An *initiator* starts the workflow. For each data source the URL is read from the web source configuration (which can be loaded from the database or programmatically using the WEB RESOURCE class), and the initial web request is placed.

**Annotator**

An *annotator* inspects (a fraction of) a page, and adds at least one property to the scraper message. An example is the SEARCH RESULT DETECTION task in Figure 3.6. This scrapelet takes an HTML PAGE as input, detects the search results on the page, and annotates the message with an XPath expression leading to the search results. The scrapelet output is still the entire HTML PAGE, to allow other scrapelets to carry out similar detection tasks, such as PAGINATION DETECTION to detect any clickable elements (e.g., buttons, links) referring to other search result pages.

**Extractor**

An *extractor* uses the information of prior annotators to extract the relevant pieces of content. An example is the DETAILED INFORMATION EXTRACTOR, which uses the annotation of the DETAILED INFORMATION DETECTION task. Separating the extractor scrapelet from the annotator allows us to carry out several annotation tasks, before a selection is made.
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**Buffer**

A buffer is a special kind of extractor, that has the task to pass one piece of content at a time, while receiving multiple pieces at once. An example is the SEARCH RESULT EXTRACTION task, which gets a page with multiple search results, and possibly a pagination button, and then passes on one result at a time to the DETAIL LINK DETECTION task.

**Transformer**

A transformer is used to map one structure onto another. In the example of Figure 3.6, the MODEL MAPPING task transforms a DOM NODE into a MODEL OBJECT.

**Enricher**

An enricher carries out a task after the information is collected from the web, but before it is stored in the database of the consuming application. An example is the GEOCODER scrapelet. An enricher outputs the input object with some additional information. This allows enrichers to be used consecutively on the same object.

**Persister**

A persister stores the collected and enriched data in the database or another type of storage, and is typically the last element of the workflow. The STORAGE scrapelet at the end of Figure 3.6 is an example of a persister block.

The types above represent information handling abstractions of currently available scrapelets, but supporting more sources of content, such as multimedia, will lead to more scrapelet types.

### 3.3.5 Pipeline

Dynamic web pages like the Yellow Pages contain information on large numbers of items, and the amount of possible search result pages, including pagination, is in the millions. Since it is not feasible to load all these pages resulting from intermediate steps in main memory of an ordinary server, and it is equally undesirable to load or parse pages multiple times, a pipeline system is introduced. In this pipeline mechanism, inspired by database architectures, each scrapelet requests only the next output item.

---

2In the process of scraping the Dutch Yellow Pages for the mid-sized city of Enschede, we encountered around 6,000 search result pages including pagination. Extrapolating this to search for all Dutch cities (754 after eliminating suburbs) leads to around 4.5 million search result pages.
from the preceding scrapelet, as illustrated in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.7. Furthermore, visited pages are cached in the database, and a list of visited pages are kept in main memory during each scraper run, to avoid accessing the same page through multiple routes.

![Figure 3.7: Pipeline mechanism: each scrapelet requests the next item from the preceding one.](image)

![Figure 3.8: Pipeline mechanism with buffering scrapelet B': not every request results in a request to the preceding scrapelet.](image)

In Figure 3.7, a workflow consisting of three scraping components, is concatenated as A → B → C. The initial information request is placed by the last component, C. It requests the next output item from B. Since B does not have any information yet, B requests the next output item from A. A now determines its next output item, which is used by B to determine its own. This item is now passed on to C that performs the final step. This is repeated until A returns a NULL value, indicating end of output. This causes B to return NULL, and so on. If A is for example the SEARCH ACTION task from Figure 3.6, this means that only one search action is carried out at a time, rather than performing all searches at once, and then moving on to step B, which would be the processing of all search result pages. Because of this pipeline mechanism, in the example workflow the scraper has in main memory at any point in time at most: one search page, one search result page (containing the search result DOM NODE), and one MODEL OBJECT.
In the special case of a buffering scrapelet, the sequence diagram slightly deviates, due to the built-in queuing mechanism. If we replace scrapelet \( B \) with a buffering scrapelet \( B' \), we obtain the sequence diagram of Figure 3.8.

### 3.3.6 Architecture

Combining all the described features and components leads to the architecture presented in Figure 3.9. The top layer is formed by the scrapelets. Ideally, an application developer who uses the NeoGeo scraper, only needs to add components specific for his scraping domain at this level. An application developer interested in multimedia content could for example add a scrapelet to download such content, or even a text-to-speech scrapelet. All scrapelets rely on the supporting infrastructure, and are dependent on the features provided by the pipeline system, and the web source configurations. Also, a page rendering service is provided for algorithms that rely on the dimensions of rendered web page content, such as the pixel area feature in the \( \text{SEARCH\ RESULT\ DETECTION} \) scrapelet. These services are built on top of the NeoGeo web client, which is an extension of the \( \text{HTMLUNIT} \) web client, to add features like caching, a proxy pool and netiquette compliance.
(e.g. adhering to ROBOTS.TXT instructions and limiting load on the scraped server). The foundation is formed by HTMLUNIT for the HTML to Java conversion and Hibernate finally for the object-relational mapping (ORM) layer for database communication.

Figure 3.10: Processes can be started and stopped using the NeoGeo scraper admin panel.

3.4 POI scraping

In GeoSoRS, we are interested in POI scraping. To facilitate this, we need a scraper configuration, containing (1) a starting URL, (2) a scraper workflow and (3) a MODEL OBJECT class. We use the Dutch Yellow Pages homepage as the starting URL [36], and the workflow from Figure 3.6. All the example scrapelets in the scraper workflow from Figure 3.6 are readily available in the NeoGeo scraper. The scraper is then initiated through the NeoGeo scraper admin panel, illustrated in Figure 3.10. The starting point configuration is used by the Initiator, the SEARCH ACTION. The MODEL OBJECT class configuration finally, is read by the MODEL MAPPING scrapelet. This uses code reflection to automatically detect the field names and types of all variables. Annotations are used for aliases of field names. In Table 3.1 we show the attributes of the MODEL OBJECT class for POI scraping. Each field has a name, aliases, and a data type. For the field latitude, this would translate to the following Java code snippet in the MODEL OBJECT class:
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```java
@Alias("lat")
private double latitude;

public double getLatitude() {
    return this.latitude;
}

public void setLatitude(double latitude) {
    this.latitude = latitude;
}
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Aliases</th>
<th>Data type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>title</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streetName</td>
<td>address,street</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postalCode</td>
<td>zipcode</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>townName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoneNumber</td>
<td>telephone,tel,phone</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latitude</td>
<td>lat</td>
<td>Double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longitude</td>
<td>lon,long</td>
<td>Double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td>website</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imageUrl</td>
<td>logo</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>type</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Data model for POI scraping

The model mapping block then inspects the detailed information DOM NODE for occurrences of the field names or aliases in DOM NODE attributes like id, class and itemprop. As an example, we give a simplified and translated snippet of the detailed information DOM NODE from the Yellow Pages, that forms the input of the MODEL MAPPING scrapelet:

```html
<div id="businessInfo" class="component">
    <h1 class="test_h1_detail boxHeader">
        <span itemprop="name">Hu’s Garden Restaurant</span> in Enschede</h1>
    <li class="phone customerContent">
        Call: <span itemprop="telephone">053-4333678</span>
    </li>
    <li id="fullAddress">Oldenzaalsestraat 266, 7523AG, Enschede</li>
    <li class="category">
        Category: </li>
</div>
```

34
The built-in MODEL MAPPING scrapelet is especially suitable for scraping websites that use HTML attributes extensively. Alternative model mapping scrapelets could be introduced to support also websites that make less use of HTML attributes. Jundt and Van Keulen for example used a manually annotated training set to detect the respective XPaths in [51].

Figure 3.11: POI scraping result for the centre of Enschede, The Netherlands. The colored dots represent the respective POIs, the grey polygons with black outlines the cadastral building data (normally unavailable, as discussed in Chapter 4). The actual scraped categories are more detailed, but mapped onto these four generic categories for illustration purposes.

We used NeoGeo for a POI scraping task of 603 POI categories for the city of Enschede. Our scraping experiment resulted in 27,311 POIs in 1,731 (Yellow Pages) categories, after inspecting a total of 33,209 pages. The thus obtained POIs not only have a name, an address and a coordinate pair,
but also a POI category that it belongs to, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. In this figure, we mapped the POI categories onto four generic groups for illustration purposes, but actually these are more detailed categories, such as shoe store, bakery, or movie theater.

3.5 Conclusion

Our objective in this chapter was to address the challenges of reducing the required effort for scraper development and maintenance. We introduced the NeoGeo scraper, a scraper that is based on workflows of wrapper inducers. The configuration effort for this scraper is limited to (1) a (potentially reusable) scraper workflow, (2) a starting point URL, and (3) a model object class. Furthermore, a pipeline mechanism plays a central role in the NeoGeo scraper to reduce the resource requirements. We showed an example workflow and model definition for POI scraping from the Dutch Yellow pages, and the results for running the NeoGeo scraper for the city of Enschede, The Netherlands. This POI set is used in the remainder of this thesis for the creation and validation of other GeoSoRS components.
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Abstract

Trajectories obtained through a mobile device, such as a smartphone, contain a vast amount of implicit information on the interests of the owner of the device. Collections of trajectories even provide insight into the popularity of locations, and the time spent at those locations. To obtain this information, the places visited by the owner of the device on such a trajectory need to be recognized. However, the location information on a POI as harvested from the web is normally limited to an address and a coordinate pair, rather than a region object describing its boundaries. To create a match with a trajectory, a region object representing this place, a polygon-of-interest (POLOI), is needed. We define a POLOI as “the area that is included in the boundaries of the object represented by the POI.” In the absence of expensive and hard to obtain detailed spatial data like cadastral data, we need to approximate this POLOI. In this chapter, we bridge this gap by presenting several approaches to approximate the size and shape of POLOIs, by integrating data from multiple public sources, and we validate these approximations against the cadastral data of the city of Enschede, The Netherlands.

This chapter is based on [25]

4.1 Introduction

In Figure 4.1 we show how a trajectory intersects with two POLOIs. Given the spatial and temporal overlap with the yellow polygon, it is our goal to automatically infer that the yellow polygon was visited, while the red one was not (i.e. a false positive in a purely intersection-based approach). To do so, we need to carry out both a spatial and a temporal inspection. The temporal inspection illustrated in Figure 4.2 uses temporal smoothing to remove noise from the trajectory, caused by for example GPS signal reflection, usage of a parking facility belonging to another property, etc. In this chapter, however, we focus on the spatial inspection, and explicitly
on how POLOIs, illustrated by the blue polygons in Figure 4.1, can be generated from a given POI set, such as the one resulting from the scraper in the previous chapter, and illustrated by the red dots in Figure 4.1. Cadastral data, provides us with such POLOIs, but this data is unfortunately often expensive or even impossible to obtain. This gap could be bridged with an approach to approximate such data. These approximations shall roughly describe the POLOI and be good enough to be used for trajectory matching. In this chapter, we present six novel approaches to approximate POLOIs, and validate these. We have chosen three publicly available data sources to facilitate the creation and validation of such approximation approaches:

1. a POI source;
2. a geocoding webservice;
3. a map data source.

Our contributions in this chapter are:

1. several approaches to approximate the shape and size of the POLOI;
2. a validation technique for the approaches;
3. a validation of these approaches against the cadastral data of the city of Enschede;
4. an interaction scheme to preserve the privacy of users, while allowing for the creation of personalized services based on trajectory analysis.

Figure 4.1: Trajectory matching based purely on POLOI intersection: the yellow polygon was actually visited, while the red one was not. Red dots represent POIs, blue polygons represent cadastral data for all nearby objects.
4.2 Related work

Existing methods for detection of visited locations in trajectories all rely on the availability of a set of trajectories for the region in which the POIs are located. Zheng et al. [98] introduced an approach to detect visited locations by analyzing the trajectories and discovering ‘stay points’. This approach assumes no prior knowledge about existing POIs. The coordinate pairs resulting from that process however, do not provide us with any contextual information on the stay points. Therefore, their algorithms can be used to detect the candidate coordinates from the trajectories for a trajectory annotator, while the POLOIs that result from the approaches in this chapter can be used to match these coordinate pairs with POIs for which contextual information is available.

Similar to the work of Zheng is the work of Ashbrook and Starner [6], whose approach for discovery of significant locations in trajectories is also based on the availability of trajectories. Contrary to the approaches presented in this chapter, theirs requires additional user input to obtain information on the semantics of the location. Another limitation of their approach is that the radius of the clustering circle has to be configured, rather than letting the algorithm automatically detect a suitable value from the data.

Gianotti et al. describe trajectory pattern mining in [34]. Their focus is on the combination of visited places. They acknowledge the need for
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Figure 4.3: Cadastral data with corresponding POIs. Red dots represent POIs, blue polygons represent cadastral data for all nearby objects.

POLOI detection, but assume that the set of POLOIs is provided as an input to their approach. The result of the approaches described in this chapter can therefore be seen as an input for their pattern mining algorithms.

A fully different approach to detect visited locations is presented by Greenfeld et al. [37], but their focus is on matching with road networks, rather than on matching with POIs.

Yan et al. [90] created SeMiTri, a framework for semantic annotation of trajectories, for both fast moving objects and people’s trajectories. Their POI annotation provides an uncertain answer to the question which POI was visited by analyzing nearby POIs, and then uses the categories of those POIs to detect a sequence of performed activities.

4.3 Used data sources

In our techniques, we make use of three data sources for the approximation of POLOIs: 1) a POI source, 2) a geocoding service and 3) a map data source. In our experiment for the city of Enschede, The Netherlands, we used the Dutch Yellow Pages [36] as the source for POIs, the Dutch geocoding service from the “Nationaal Georegister” [67], and OpenStreetMap [69] for the map data.

Yellow Pages

The Dutch Yellow Pages website [36] contains information on all companies in the Netherlands, such as name, address, zip code, town, phone number, a
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coordinate pair, opening hours, and the POI category (e.g. dentist, hospital, flowerist). This dataset is the one that resulted from the application example of the NeoGeo scraper from Chapter 3.

The Yellow Pages dataset demonstrates typical weaknesses of POI datasets:

1. POIs are point referenced, with no indication of the size of the object;
2. the latitude and longitude of the POIs are sufficient for display on a map, but lack the spatial accuracy to allow sensible proximity analysis, or even the 1:1 correspondence to parcel objects.

Geocoding Service

The “Nationaal Georegister” is the central Dutch geoportal that functions as a catalog to Dutch geodata. Amongst others, it offers an address geocoding webservice that geocodes addresses with high spatial accuracy. This precision provides a solid basis for the creation of POLOIs, and therefore this service was used to pre-process the POI data. The results of this geocoding process are illustrated in Figure 4.4, in which the green dots represent the coordinates from the Yellow Pages, and the red dots represent the POIs after the regeocoding process, and the blue lines match these two for each POI.

OpenStreetMap

The OpenStreetMap (OSM) initiative provides volunteered geographic information (VGI) for the entire world, with variable levels of detail geographically.
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Since this dataset roughly describes the shape of roads and buildings, it can be used to approximate the boundaries of the POLOIs. The PostgreSQL database resulting from the OSM2PGSQL tool for the region of Enschede contains four tables:

1. PLANET_OSM_LINE, containing line segments, such as unclassified ‘highway’ segments, cycleways, motorways, forests, and farms;
2. PLANET_OSM_ROADS, containing road segments (primary, secondary, motorway, etc.), which is a subset of PLANET_OSM_LINE;
3. PLANET_OSM_POINT, containing POIs of various kinds, such as bus stops, shops, traffic signals, and playgrounds;
4. PLANET_OSM_POLYGON, containing polygons of various kinds, such as buildings and forest segments (mostly outside the city).

The weaknesses of the OSM dataset for our purpose are:

1. the entities represented by the polygons in PLANET_OSM_POLYGON are different from our intended POLOIs. The buildings from this dataset frequently contain several POLOIs;
2. the scarcity of data in PLANET_OSM_POINT: the OSM dataset contains for example only 8 restaurants in Enschede, whereas the dataset of the Yellow Pages contains 269 restaurants in 14 different categories;
3. the information is frequently out-of-date. To illustrate this: the used OSM dataset from 2013 still contained bus stops in Enschede that were taken out of service in 2011.

4.4 Terminology

Approximating data by definition leads to successes and errors. To interpret the quality of our results, we use a few well-known concepts from the field of information retrieval (IR). The quality of search results, amongst others, plays an important role in the field of IR.

To compare search results, four categories of success and error are used: true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives. Analogous to this, we define four areas in the region around our POIs, when comparing our approximation results for a single POLOI ($POLOI_a$) with the cadastral data for that POLOI ($POLOI_c$):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersecting $POLOI_a$</th>
<th>Not intersecting $POLOI_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intersecting $POLOI_c$</td>
<td>True positive (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not intersecting $POLOI_a$</td>
<td>False positive (FP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negative (FN)</td>
<td>True negative (TN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To judge the quality of a search engine in IR, two metrics are commonly used to validate the search results: precision and recall [63]. Precision is
defined as “the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant,” and recall is defined as “the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved.” This can be translated to our domain, by defining precision as “the fraction of the approximated area which is correct,” and recall as “the fraction of the actual area which is correctly approximated.”

To formalize this, we define the true positive area of a single feature (i.e. POLOI) \( f \) as:

\[
TP(f) = POLOI_a(f) \cap POLOI_c(f)
\]

Precision and recall are then formalized for a single feature \( f \) as:

\[
\text{Precision}(f) = \frac{\text{area}(TP(f))}{\text{area}(POLOI_a(f))},
\]

\[
\text{Recall}(f) = \frac{\text{area}(TP(f))}{\text{area}(POLOI_c(f))}.
\]

A POLOI approximation that is large compared to the actual POLOI therefore has a high recall and a low precision, while a small POLOI approximation has exactly the opposite. The challenge is now to obtain good results for the measure(s) relevant for the application. To rank the results, these two numbers are often combined in IR using a harmonic mean called the F measure. In case precision and recall are equally important, the F measure for a feature \( f \) is formally given as [63]:

\[
F(f) = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision}(f) \times \text{Recall}(f)}{\text{Precision}(f) + \text{Recall}(f)}
\]

**4.5 Approximation approaches**

In this section, we propose six different approaches for POLOI approximation. For each of the approaches, we have created a visualization for the city center of Enschede. Blue areas indicate true positive parts of the approximations, yellow areas indicate the false positive parts, red shaded areas indicate the false negative parts, and white areas indicate true negative parts. Yellow areas with red stripes are a combination of a false positive for one approximated POLOI, and a false negative for another one. A visualization with many yellow areas therefore indicates low precision, one with many red shaded areas indicates low recall, and one with many blue and white areas indicates both high precision and recall. The white dots on the maps are the POIs after regeocoding.
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(a) VRD: Variable radius discs
(b) VRDB: Variable radius discs with boundaries
(c) VD (50): Voronoi diagrams
(d) VD (10): VD with size limitations
(e) VD+ (50): Voronoi diagrams with additional addresses (illustrated as white points without POLOI)
(f) Legend of the maps

Figure 4.5: POI to POLOI conversion approaches (1/2)
4.5. Approximation approaches

(a) VOSM: Voronoi diagrams of OSM polygons
(b) VOSM+: Voronoi diagrams of OSM polygons with additional geocoding (illustrated as white points without POLOI)

Figure 4.6: POI to POLOI conversion approaches (2/2)

4.5.1 Variable radius discs (VRD)

The Variable radius discs approach, illustrated in Figure [4.5a], approximates the shape of each POI as a disc around its geo-reference. The radius of the disc equals half the distance between the POI and its nearest neighbor POI. This approach is intended as a (rather naive) baseline approach, to put the results of other approaches into perspective.

4.5.2 Variable radius discs with Boundaries (VRDB)

The Variable radius discs with boundaries, illustrated in Figure [4.5b], is similar to VRD, but in addition, the line segments of the OSM PLANET_OSM_LINE table are used as natural delineations of the extents of the discs. This way, the overshoot of a VRD approximation to the other side of the street is removed. The objective for this approach is to improve precision, compared to VRD, while only suffering from a marginal decrease of recall.

4.5.3 Voronoi Diagrams (VD)

Voronoi diagrams are frequently used to divide space into regions based on a set of points [8]. This approach, illustrated in Figure [4.5c], divides the space into Voronoi regions by assigning each point in the space to the POLOI belonging to the nearest POI. Different metrics can be used to define which point is ‘nearest’, but we use Euclidean distance.

Since this approach creates a tessellation of the entire space, the approximated POLOIs are large compared to the actual POLOIs. This also causes the overlap between those two to be large, which results in high recall, but
also low precision. This extreme result can be moderated by limiting the extents of the polygons, to a maximum radius of, for example, 10 meters from the POI, as illustrated in Figure 4.5d. For our experiments, we have used the values 10, 25, and 50 meters. Since this reduces the overshoot, it will typically increase precision (as the ratio of correctly estimated area increases), while decreasing recall (as a limit to the radius also limits the maximum distance between the POI and the POLOI extent that can still be correctly estimated), compared to a regular Voronoi diagram. However, the chosen value is arbitrary, and any value fits better with certain classes of POI than other classes.

4.5.4 Voronoi diagrams with additional geocoding (VD+)

A problem with the creation of Voronoi diagrams is the scarcity of POIs, which causes POLOI approximations to be too large in areas with a low POI density. Voronoi diagrams with additional geocoding overcome this problem by geocoding all addresses that can be derived from the streetnames in the OSM dataset. For each streetname in OSM, we geocoded ‘all’ house numbers.1 We used these addresses with their respective coordinate pair as additional points while creating the Voronoi diagram, and then discarded their POLOIs. The results of this approach are illustrated in Figure 4.5e. Just as for VD, we limited the extents of the polygons to 10, 25, and 50 meters for our experiments. The objective of the addition of addresses is to have a strong positive effect on precision, while the negative impact on recall is small. Due to the high number of points and the associated increase of complexity of the creation of the Voronoi diagram, this approach is the most time-consuming, even when omitting the time necessary to geocode the additional addresses.

4.5.5 Voronoi diagrams of OSM polygons (VOSM)

OSM polygons contain buildings, which frequently contain several POIs. Voronoi diagrams of OSM polygons split these polygons into smaller ones, as illustrated in Figure 4.6a. Using the OSM polygons as a starting point for the POLOI approximation provides us with good approximations of outside walls of the building. The Voronoi technique for the creation of the boundaries inside the OSM polygons results in decent boundaries, especially for OSM polygons with many known POIs. Due to this combination, we expect VOSM to have both a fairly good precision and recall.

1We geocoded addresses for the odd and even sequence of each street separately, until a gap of 100 non-existing house numbers was found.
4.6 Validation

In this section, we present the validation results for all approaches of Section 4.5 using cadastral data from the city of Enschede, The Netherlands, as ground truth. This cadastral data contains two tables relevant for this purpose: one that contains the buildings and one that contains the parcels. A parcel may contain several buildings, as illustrated in Figure 4.7a, and a building may be built over multiple parcels, as illustrated in Figure 4.7b. Since the ultimate goal of these approaches is to provide a POLOI to recognize visited places from trajectories, we have chosen to use the parcel-building intersection as ground truth for our validation.

For this validation, we use the concepts of precision, recall, and F measure, defined in Section 4.4. The results for the entire city of Enschede are presented in Table 4.1. The F measure is calculated for each estimation.
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separately, and is therefore sometimes lower than the precision or recall individually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRD</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRDB</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD (10)</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD (25)</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD (50)</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (10)</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (25)</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (50)</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSM</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSM+</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Validation results of singular approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (10) ∩ VOSM</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (25) ∩ VOSM</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD+ (50) ∩ VOSM</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Validation results of the best approach combinations

The average recall for VRD turns out to be quite high for our baseline approach VRD. This is due to the large number of POLOIs that have been approximated as larger than the entire parcel-building intersection, as can be seen from the median value of exactly 1 for recall. The precision of 0.321 provides a good basis to interpret the results of the other approaches. The results for VRDB only differ slightly from those of VRD. This is due to the relatively small number of VRD estimations that intersect with roads.

Due to the density of POIs in our dataset, VD(50) can be seen as Voronoï diagrams without a limit to the extent of the POLOIs. As predicted, VD(50) has a very high recall, however, its precision is much lower than the precision of even our baseline approach VRD. Limiting the extent to 10 meters indeed increases the precision, and also increases the F measure. A proper value for this variable depends on the density of POIs and the POI categories in the set.

The addition of addresses in VD+ has a positive effect both for the Voronoï diagrams with a limited extent and for those without. The effect
is stronger for those without, as it limits the overapproximation of the parcel-building intersections naturally.

The results for VOSM are better than those for the approaches discussed so far. Especially for buildings that are described in detail in OSM, and only contain one address, this approach scores well. This approach does not score very well in buildings with many addresses, but only a few POIs.

VOSM+ performs the best of all our approaches. The high average and median F measure shows that for most POLOIs this approach provides a precise approximation, while recalling a large part of the actual parcel-building intersection.

We also validated combinations of approaches to determine whether a combination could be found that yields better results than any singular approach. As can be seen in Table 4.2, the combination of VD+(50) ∩ VOSM yields the best results. That this combination performs similarly to VOSM+ is in line with our expectations, since VOSM+ combines the ideas used in VD+ ∩ VOSM.

Not only the combination of precision and recall is better for the VOSM+ approach than for the other singular approaches. Due to the low number of points inside each OSM polygon, the complexity of the Voronoi diagram creation is low, making this approach more scalable than for example VD+ (and thus VD+ ∩ VOSM). This advantage is the reason why we recommend VOSM+ over VD+ ∩ VOSM.

Another advantage of VOSM+ is its potential use for remote locations, where no other POIs nearby are known, while some of the other approaches heavily depend on dense data, to determine the size of the disc (VRD) or the border of the polygon (VD). The maximum polygon size (in the case of no other known addresses inside the OSM polygon) is always limited to the size of the OSM polygon, which limits the overshoot, even if no additional addresses can be found in the vicinity.

To determine which approaches yield better results in areas with high POI density and which ones in areas with low POI density, we divided the city into several cross-sections, using polygons of the OSM dataset. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, VOSM+ yields the best results for the three types of land use in OSM that contain the most POIs in our dataset. From this validation, it cannot be concluded that VOSM+ always yields the best results in residential areas, since this is strongly biased by the categories of POI that we chose as input for our algorithms. However, based on these results, it is possible to conclude that both for areas with a high POI density, as for those with a low POI density, VOSM+ outperforms (most) other methods, with a consistent high F measure. Only VOSM outperforms VOSM+ in the areas classified as “grass sections”, due to a small number of POIs registered in residential building blocks in such areas that are not subdivided into different parcels in the cadastral data. Most of these points
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Figure 4.8: F Measure by land use type

are also contained by residential polygons in the OSM dataset, for which VOSM+ generally performs much better than VOSM.

4.7 Privacy preservation

Tracking people’s locations is a privacy sensitive topic: most people do not want to be traced, and most definitely not 24/7. While one can think of several applications where it is beneficial to know a person’s exact location real-time, such as a mobile emergency application for elderly, most applications do not need to have this information real-time, or at this fine-grain level of detail. The latter applies also to a GRS, and therefore we need to preserve the privacy of users as much as possible, while still allowing the creation of a user profile for personalized services. An important step to privacy preservation is to mask time and location details. We therefore propose the following client-server interaction:

1. At steady intervals\(^2\), the client determines which points indicate a visit

\(^2\)Since user profiles are generally not needed continuously, and do not need to be up-to-
4.8 Conclusion

Our main objective in this chapter is to define several approaches for POLOI approximation and to validate these. We proposed six different approaches and a validation technique using the concepts of precision and recall, and presented the results of this validation.

Based on the validation, we conclude that “Voronoi diagrams of the OSM polygons with additional geocoding” (VOSM+) is the approach that yields the best results from the ones we propose. It recalls a decent portion of the actual POLOI and has very good precision. Moreover, this approach can be carried out for areas with low POI density without loss of accuracy, and, due to the relatively low calculation complexity, the calculation finishes within a reasonable amount of time.

The main drawback of the VOSM+ approach is the necessity of a geocoding service for accurate coordinates, and the dependency on the quality of the OSM data. The OSM data that was used in our experiments has a relatively high quality level. We expect both of these prerequisites to be fulfilled throughout Europe in the next years, the first one especially, in the light of the INSPIRE directive [48].

Of the combined approaches, results similar to the ones of VOSM+ are achieved by the union of the “Voronoi diagrams with additional addresses” (VD+) with the “Voronoi diagrams of OSM polygons” (VOSM), VD+ ∩ VOSM. However, this approach is computationally more complex than VOSM+, which makes this combined approach less scalable.

date at all time, we use a steady interval to mask the exact time the area was visited.
Finally, we also propose a client-server interaction which preserves the privacy of the user. This interaction uses techniques to mask the time and exact locations, while still allowing for the creation of a user profile.
Automated semantic trajectory annotation

Abstract

Now that we have shown how POIs can be collected from the web, and converted into POLOIs, we show in this chapter how these POLOIs can be used to detect which POIs were visited. The ultimate goal is to use that information for recommendation selection in our GRS. This conversion of geometric trajectory data into a semantic collection of visited points-of-interest makes the data more suitable for data mining. However, trajectory data is often imprecise. Especially the detection of indoor activities in urban areas is a challenging task. In this chapter, we propose a new algorithm for the detection of visited points-of-interest that performs well, even for this challenging type of activity detection. We demonstrate the strength of the algorithm by comparing it to three existing algorithms, using annotated trajectory data, collected through an experiment with students in the city of Hengelo, The Netherlands. Our algorithm, which combines multiple trajectory preprocessing techniques from existing work with two new ones, shows significant improvements.

This chapter is based on [24]

5.1 Introduction

The places a person visits regularly are a strong indication for personal preferences and needs. A person visiting a kindergarten each morning most likely has a young child, and a person visiting a concert hall on a regular basis probably has a more than average interest in music. This makes trajectory data a promising source to determine personal preferences and needs, as discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, trajectory data can be used to assess the trustworthiness of UGC, as discussed in Chapter 6: a negative review of a restaurant that the user visited in the past week can probably be trusted more than a negative review of a person who works at
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a nearby competitor. Before we can perform such an analysis, we need to know which places were visited. This information can be extracted from the geometric trajectory data, by converting it into a collection of visited points-of-interest (POIs). This type of trajectory analysis has been discussed in the literature as stop detection, and we follow the definition of Yan et al. for a stop: a temporary suspension of the travel for some reason [92]. In this work, we are particularly interested in those stops that take place at a pre-defined POI.

Smartphones these days base the location on multiple information sources: WiFi positioning, (assisted) GPS positioning and cell phone tower locations. In this chapter, we focus on the detection of POI visits based on smartphone data, which does not reveal from which source the location was derived. This POI visit detection is a challenging task, especially for indoor activities in urban areas, since trajectory data is often incomplete, due to temporary inability to receive GPS signals from enough satellites, or imprecise, due to signal multipath. In the words of Alvares et al.: “to transform a sample trajectory into a semantic one (sequence of stops and moves) is not an easy task” [5], or as Yan et al. put it: “dense urban areas can have several different POIs. (...) Such large number makes it probabilistically intractable to infer the exact POI from imprecise location records” [90, 91]. Nevertheless, several attempts have been undertaken to extract POI visits from trajectory data. There are generally two ways to do this. The most common way is to detect POIs from slow movement over a longer period, and defining the locations at which this happens regularly as the POI set, as for example by Ashbrook et al. [6] or Zheng et al. [97]. A less common way is to match trajectories with a given, or specifically collected, POI set, such as the one by Alvares et al. [4]. The advantage of the latter approach, is that more information on the matched POI may already be available, such as a name, address, website, and POI category. This makes the approach with a given POI set more suitable for a semantic analysis of the visited POIs, which is why we focus on this form of POI visit extraction.

However, existing approaches have two important drawbacks: (1) they assume the availability of the GPS signal while residing at the POI, and (2) they do not take the accuracy of the GPS samples into account. The first drawback leads to the non-detection of indoor POI visits, while the latter leads to false positives for imprecise signals, as discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.

In this chapter, we present the trajectory annotation algorithm Point-of-Interest Extraction (PIE), illustrated in Figure 5.2, which is designed to overcome the aforementioned problems. In this figure, the circles indicate the trajectory samples. The green, blue and red areas indicate extracted POI visits. The differences between the meaning of the colors is discussed in Section 5.4.5. The PIE algorithm was designed especially for indoor activities, while using the GPS sensor of mobile devices. In this chapter,
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Figure 5.1: Trajectory annotation using Point-of-Interest Extraction (PIE). Green, blue and red polygons indicate the footprint of POIs that were extracted as visited. White and grey polygons were not extracted as visited. For green polygons proof was available of a visit, blue and white polygons were possibly visited, and red and grey polygons were definitely not visited in the real world.

we also present the results of a comparison with the existing algorithms of Alvares [4], Palma [71], and Rocha [76]. These three methods (especially the first two), are regularly used for POI extraction (for example by Xie et al. [89]), due to their availability as an extension for the data mining tool Weka [5, 76]. For this comparison, we set up an experiment with students of the University of Twente, who used their own mobile devices as they were invited to visit pre-defined POIs as part of a treasure hunt game in the city of Hengelo, The Netherlands.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 provides an overview of related work. The details of our approach are laid out in Section 5.3. Our validation method and results are presented in Section 5.4. Privacy considerations are discussed in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 finally, concludes the chapter.
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5.2 Related work

In this section, we focus on the explanation and illustration of the approaches with which we compare our work: the approaches of Alvares, Palma, and Rocha, who (in collaboration with each other) tried to solve the same problem as we are, using three different approaches. We conclude this section with a short discussion of other related work.

5.2.1 Alvares’s IB-SMoT

Alvares’ Intersection-Based Stops and Moves of Trajectories (IB-SMoT) is the most straightforward of the three approaches: it intersects the trajectories with the polygons that represent the POIs, as illustrated in Figure 5.3a. The trajectory is split up into intervals that are either a stop at a POI, or a move between POIs. Those intervals during which the trajectory intersects with a known polygon are marked as a stop (illustrated by filled trajectory points in Figure 5.3a), and those intervals during which the GPS samples do not intersect with such a polygon are annotated as a move (illustrated by empty trajectory points). Besides a trajectory and a set of disjoint relevant polygons, this approach takes no input parameters. Drawbacks of Alvares’s approach are: (1) distortion of the GPS signal, for example due to signal multipath, can easily lead to false positives, (2) absence of the GPS signal during indoor activities is not taken into account, and (3) the accuracy indic-
ator of GPS signals is ignored, causing imprecise signals to be interpreted with equal importance as precise ones.

Figure 5.3: Existing POI extraction approaches: circles represent trajectory points, filled circles represent trajectory points with significance in the illustrated approach

5.2.2 Palma’s CB-SMoT

Palma’s Clustering-Based Stops and Moves of Trajectories (CB-SMoT) [71], illustrated in Figure 5.3b, is based on a variation of the well-known clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) [29]. Rather than setting the clustering parameter \( \text{Eps} \) (used to determine the maximum allowed distance between points before starting a new cluster) for all trajectories to the same value, they introduce a quantile function that takes an input parameter \text{area}, and uses this to automatically determine a proper setting for \( \text{Eps} \) per trajectory. In this way, trajectories with faster movement have distance threshold values that are higher than the trajectories of slower moving ones. Palma et al.’s approach also requires the input parameter \text{minTime}, a minimum time threshold that is used as an alternative for DBSCAN’s minimum number of points to create a cluster. The clustered trajectory parts (illustrated by filled trajectory points) are then intersected with the known POI polygons. Because of the clustering approach, a reflecting signal while moving past a POI is generally discarded. However, the second and third drawback of Alvares’s approach also apply here: due to the absence of GPS signals inside buildings, the clusters are often located outside the POIs parcel polygon, and cluster building is disturbed by imprecise signals.

5.2.3 Rocha’s DB-SMoT

Rocha’s Direction-Based Stops and Moves of Trajectories (DB-SMoT) [76], illustrated in Figure 5.3c, is based on the notion of heading change: if the direction of a trajectory frequently changes, this indicates a stop (illustrated by filled trajectory points). Besides a trajectory, their algorithm takes three
parameters as input: the minimum direction change \(\text{minDC}\), the minimum time interval to build a new cluster \(\text{minTime}\), and the maximum tolerated consecutive number of trajectory samples that do not exceed \(\text{minDC}\) inside a cluster: \(\text{maxTol}\). Rocha et al. validated their method using the fishing locations of Brazilian vessels, for which the POI areas are relatively large compared to the inaccuracy of the GPS signal. In the application for indoor urban activity detection, the location accuracy is much lower, as the receiver often cannot pick the optimal satellite constellation. Furthermore, just like in the other two approaches, knowledge of the signal’s accuracy is not taken into account, causing inaccurate points to be regarded relevant for this geometric analysis.

### 5.2.4 Other related work

Besides POI visit extraction, other types of trajectory annotation have received their share of attention. Stefanakis showed for example, how trajectories can be annotated with geometric properties \[82\]. These properties can then be used for trajectory simplification, assisting us to select the relevant sampling points from the trajectories. An example of a useful trajectory simplification metric is the one from Chen et al. \[20\], which we discuss in the next section as a part of our approach. Guc et al. also annotate trajectories with POI visits \[39\], but this annotation is done manually. SeMiTri of Yan et al. annotates trajectories automatically, but since they find it probabilistically intractable to infer the exact POI, they annotate the trajectories with properties of the region where the trajectory was created \[91\]. Another algorithm that could be used for POI visit detection is Continuous Nearest Neighbor (CNN) Search by Tao et al. \[85\]. However, since by definition, this approach continuously picks a POI, this approach leads to many false positives, albeit for a very short time interval. This approach would therefore need to be extended with a filter of those POIs that should be marked as visited, and those that were simply nearby for a shorter amount of time. However, in this chapter we prefer to focus on the comparison with existing algorithms, rather than adaptations of existing algorithms, and therefore we consider it outside the scope of this chapter. Kang et al. \[52\], to conclude, came up with a time-based clustering approach based on WiFi positioning purely for POI visit detection. As stated in the introduction however, we focus on POI visit detection from smartphone trajectory data, which may come from multiple sources.

### 5.3 Approach

Our PIE algorithm is mainly based on four parameters from the smartphone location sensor readings and its spatio-temporal derivatives: the accuracy
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of the location samples as provided by the smartphone OS, reductions in speed, changes in direction and projection of signals onto parcel polygons. We begin this section by defining several geometric concepts that we use as selection filters, and then present the algorithm that combines these.

5.3.1 Definitions

Trajectory and trajectory sample point

The location signal in a mobile device is only accurate up to several meters (see for example [94]), depending on several factors, such as the vicinity of known WiFi networks, the quality of the GPS sensor, the number of detected satellites by the GPS sensor, their spatial arrangement in the sky, and the presence of reflecting surfaces. This is modeled in mobile devices using an accuracy parameter, measured in meters, which indicates the radius around the point in which the device may also be located. Even though the APIs of the large manufacturers have named this an accuracy parameter, we prefer to refer to this as an inaccuracy indicator, as its value increases with increasing inaccuracy.

Definition 5.3.1. A trajectory sample point is a spatio-temporal point, associated with an inaccuracy indication, represented by a tuple \( p = (x, y, t, i) \). We express \( x \), \( y \), and \( i \) in meters, and \( t \) in seconds. Other units suitable for distance and time calculation can be used as well, as long as the thresholds discussed below are set accordingly.

Definition 5.3.2. A trajectory is a chronological sequence of sample points:
\[ T = \langle p_0, \ldots, p_n \rangle. \]

Since trajectory samples with a high value for the inaccuracy indication are unsuitable for geometric calculations, we also introduce the inaccuracy threshold value \( i_{\text{max}} \).

Staypoint

Li et al. introduced the concept of a staypoint [57]; it is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Zheng elaborated on this in [97], from which we follow the definition: a geographical region where a user stayed over a time threshold \( T_r \) within a distance threshold of \( D_r \). However, the definitions and algorithms of Li and Zheng do not take maximality into account. This causes multiple staypoints are created, based on sequences that contained each other, as for example is the case for \( p_4 \) and \( p_5 \) in Figure 5.4. To avoid this, and let a trajectory sample, we follow a slightly different definition.
Definition 5.3.3. A candidate stop sequence $C$ is a non-empty subsequence of a trajectory $T$ for which $p = \langle p_m, \ldots, p_n \rangle$, for which $\forall m < i \leq n$, $\text{Dist}(p_m, p_i) \leq D_r$, $\text{Dist}(p_m, p_{n+1}) > D_r$ or $n + 1 \geq |T|$, and $\text{Int}(p_m, p_n) \geq T_r$, where $\text{Dist}$ is the geospatial distance between two sample points and $\text{Int}$ is the time difference between two sample points, $|p_i.t - p_j.t|$.

Definition 5.3.4. A candidate stop sequence $C$ of a trajectory $T$ is a stop sequence $S$ if and only if no other candidate stop sequence $C'$ exists for $T$ that contains all samples contained in $C$.

Definition 5.3.5. A stay point $s$ is defined as the centroid of a stop sequence $S$. $s$ is a tuple $(x, y, t_a, t_d, i)$ where $x$ and $y$ are the coordinates, $t_a$ is the arrival time, $t_d$ is the time of departure, and $i$ is the maximum inaccuracy:

- $(x, y)$ is the centroid of $S$,
- $t_a = \min_{p \in S}(p_i.t)$,
- $t_d = \max_{p \in S}(p_i.t)$,
- $i = \max_{p \in S}(p_i.i)$.

Figure 5.4: A trajectory, where three trajectory points $\langle p_3, p_4, p_5 \rangle$ form a staypoint $s$ (after [97]).

Heading change

Chen et al. introduced several forms of heading change for their trajectory simplification method proposed in [20]. We adopt their concept of neighbor heading change, which corresponds with the definition of direction change used by Rocha in [76]. The heading change is the change in heading that takes place at a point $p_i$ with respect to its direct neighbor points in the trajectory:

Definition 5.3.6. The heading change $\theta$ for a point $n$ in the trajectory $T$ is given by:

$$\theta_i = \frac{180}{\pi} \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{a \cdot b}{||a|| ||b||} \right) \degree,$$
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where

\[ a = \begin{bmatrix} p_i.x - p_{i-1}.x \\ p_i.y - p_{i-1}.y \end{bmatrix}, \]

\[ b = \begin{bmatrix} p_{i+1}.x - p_i.x \\ p_{i+1}.y - p_i.y \end{bmatrix}. \]

For the first or last point in a trajectory, the heading change is defined as \( \theta = 0^\circ \).

Where the algorithm of Rocha et al. looks for repeatedly changing directions, we are only interested in the direction change at the selected point. Small direction changes in a trajectory normally indicate a person travelling, while arriving at their destination, the movement deviates from this to enter their destination. Of course, people may have many other reasons to change direction, such as following a road network. Therefore, filtering based on direction changes alone does not suffice, but it is merely one of the features in our approach to filter out points. To extract those points where people change direction, we use a direction change threshold \( \theta_{\text{min}} \), where \( 0 \leq \theta_{\text{min}} \leq 180^\circ \). Note that a simplified trajectory is still a trajectory, and this definition therefore allows us to filter out sample points prior to applying this threshold to filter out points.

Parcel polygons and polygons-of-interest

As defined in Chapter 1, a POLOI is a location where goods and services are provided, geometrically described using a polygon, and semantically enriched with at least an interest category. A parcel polygon is similar to a POLOI, but does not necessarily describe a location where goods and services are provided, but may also be another type of parcel, such as a residence. In Chapter 4, we discussed how a POLOI can be estimated given a POI set using open data. In this chapter, we assume the availability of polygons for all nearby parcels as the polygon set \( P \). Those elements in \( P \) that also represent a POLOI are contained in a subset of \( P \), referenced as \( P_{\text{POLOI}} \). The result of the PIE algorithm, which is the set of visited POLOIs, is denoted as \( P_{\text{VP}} \).

Polygon projection and maximum projection distance

GPS signals are typically unavailable inside buildings. Therefore, we use selected points, derived from the GPS signal right before or right after a stop, to determine which place has been visited. These points are projected onto the nearest parcel polygon. We call this polygon projection. To limit the projection distance, we introduce the absolute maximum projection distance \( \pi_{\text{max}} \) within which the point is still considered indicative of a parcel visit.
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In our PIE algorithm, we combine the concepts discussed above. First, we filter out those points for which the inaccuracy value exceeds the accuracy threshold $i_{max}$. These points are too imprecise to do further calculation with. Secondly, we extract the staypoints from a trajectory. Then, we determine the direction change between the staypoints to determine whether any staypoint is an indication for a visited location or should be attributed to natural behavior in traffic. Thereafter, we project the selected points onto the nearby polygons, taking the maximum projection distance $\pi_{max}$ into account. Those polygons that are POLOIs, are added to the result set of visited polygons that are not POLOIs. Note that, unlike in the work of Palma and Chen, the heading change is taken into account after staypoint detection: the advantage is that this filters out those staypoints that were on a relatively straight path with respect to the previous and next staypoints. This leads to the formalization of our algorithm shown in Algorithm 1.

5.4 Validation

We begin this section with a description of the validation approach, followed by the way we collected and cleaned the ground truth data. Then, we discuss the metrics used to evaluate how our algorithm performs in comparison to existing algorithms. Finally, we present the results of the validation with a short discussion.

5.4.1 Approach

To validate our approach, we rebuilt the approaches of Alvares, Palma and Rocha, based on their papers. Just like our approach, the approaches by Palma and Rocha require several parameters to be set. For these three approaches, we used a ten-fold cross validation to detect the proper parameter settings using a brute force approach. To limit the number of combinations, we set the parameters $i_{max} = 10\,\text{m}$, $\pi_{max} = 10\,\text{m}$, and $\theta_{min} = 30^\circ$ for the PIE algorithm, while detecting $T_r$ and $D_r$ automatically.

5.4.2 Data collection

To collect validation data, we set up an experiment similar to the one we described in [26]. During the welcome week of the University of Twente, called the Kick-In, the new students were invited to participate in a treasure hunt-like game that lasted four hours. The students were supposed to carry out exercises, and upload a picture of this activity with the specifically designed mobile application Kick-In Discover Hengelo, illustrated by the
Algorithm 1 Point-of-Interest Extraction (PIE)

**input:** 
- $T$ // trajectory as sequence of sample points
- $i_{max}$ // maximum inaccuracy in meters
- $D_r$ // staypoint distance threshold in meters
- $T_r$ // staypoint time threshold in seconds
- $\theta_{min}$ // minimum direction change in degrees
- $\pi_{max}$ // maximum projection distance in meters
- $P$ // set of all existing polygons
- $P_{POLOI}$ // subset of $P$, containing POLOIs

**output:** 
- $P_{VP}$ // subset of $P_{POLOI}$, containing visited POLOIs

1: procedure PIE

2: // Select points based on inaccuracy
3: accuratePoints $\leftarrow \{ p \in T \mid p.i \leq i_{max}\}$;

4: // Select points based on staypoints
5: stayPts = stayPointDetection(accuratePoints, $T_r$, $D_r$);

6: // Select points based on heading change
7: selectedPoints $\leftarrow \{ p \in stayPts \mid headingChange(stayPts, p) \geq \theta_{min}\}$;

8: // Select nearest polygon, apply maximum projection,
9: // and check if it is a POLOI
10: $P_{VP}$ $\leftarrow \{ p \in selectedPoints \mid$
11: polygon = getNearestPolygon($P$, $p$)
12: $\land dist(polygon, p) \leq \pi_{max}$
13: $\land polygon \in P_{POLOI}\}$;

14: return $P_{VP}$
15: end procedure

screenshot in Figure 5.5. The exercises could be carried out in any given order, and the best picture was rewarded with a prize.

The application, which was built on the PhoneGap platform [3], was available on both Android phones and iPhones. Ten of the 24 exercises had to be carried out at a specific POI. The employees of these POIs prepared a set-up for the respective exercise, such as a poker table, or a karaoke set. The organization of the event, which we had collaborated with while designing the app, had the possibility to send messages to all users at once. They used this to motivate the students to move on to the next exercise roughly every half hour. In the background of the application, the trajectory was sampled with explicit prior user consent. The pictures taken by the students, were linked to their trajectory and formed a proof of their visit to that specific
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POI. We used this proof as a manual ground truth POI visit annotation of the trajectories.

This experiment, which was carried out in 2014, was similar to the one that we carried out in 2013, which is described in Chapter 6. However, as this was the second iteration, we applied several improvements to the set-up. First of all, the students had to upload pictures to prove their presence at the exercise locations. This way, we could objectively remove wrongfully added annotations. Secondly, in 2014, the students were allowed to perform the exercises in any order. This way, the students did not feel obligated to perform an exercise, simply to see the next one. Thirdly, the locations were prepared to receive the students, which made the event more inviting to actively participate. Lastly, the event took place in the evening, rather than in the late morning, which is typically a more popular time slot of the Kick-In events.

An unforeseen, yet important side-effect of this data collection, is that the resulting annotation is not complete: students did not upload a picture from their own device at every location they went to, but at several occasions, one picture was uploaded with several people on it. We address this when discussing the validation metrics in Section 5.4.4.

(a) For each exercise the students were invited to upload a picture

(b) A map helped the students to move between participating POIs

Figure 5.5: Screenshots from the Discover Hengelo app

For the polygon sets \( P \) (and thus \( P_{\text{POLOI}} \)), we used authoritative data
from a public web feature service, offered by the Dutch government through the open data initiative Nationaal Georegister [67] (the same as the one we used for the regeocoding of addresses in Chapter 4). To thoroughly test the algorithms for false positives, we assumed all parcel polygons in the vicinity of the event to be POLOIs, and thus in this case: \( P = P_{\text{POLOI}} \).

5.4.3 Data cleaning

Several pictures were uploaded outside the time window of the event, due to people playing around with the app before and after the event. Furthermore, several pictures did not meet the exercise requirements. For example, exercises were carried out while not being at the correct location, or the picture was entirely black. These pictures were discarded as annotations after manual inspection. Trajectory samples that were not within the time window of 2 minutes before the user’s first annotation and 2 minutes after his last annotation were discarded as well. Trajectories that did not contain at least 50 samples with an inaccuracy value below 30 were also excluded from the validation data, as these students most likely did not have GPS positioning turned on. This resulted in 23 valid trajectories from a wide range of device types, containing a total of 30,500 trajectory samples and 128 annotations.

5.4.4 Validation metrics

Our validation metrics are based on those that are commonly accepted in information retrieval: precision, recall, and their harmonic mean F measure [63]. These metrics are indications for the relationship between the numbers of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). Since the annotations were not entirely complete (as discussed above), we introduce a new category: probable positives (PP). These are the locations where students may have been, since these POIs participated in the event, but for which we do not have proof in the form of a (valid) photo. We extend the notion of precision, the fraction of retrieved POIs that are relevant, accordingly by interpreting PPs as TPs:

\[
\text{OptimisticPrecision} = \frac{TP + PP}{TP + PP + FP}
\]

We also use the more conservative pessimistic precision, in which we consider PPs as FPs:

\[
\text{PessimisticPrecision} = \frac{TP}{TP + PP + FP}
\]
For the fraction of relevant POIs that are retrieved, or \textit{recall}, we use the regular formula:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

For our validation, we consider precision and recall equally important, in which case the optimistic and pessimistic F measures are formally given as:

\[
OF = \frac{2 \times \text{OptimisticPrecision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{OptimisticPrecision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

and

\[
PF = \frac{2 \times \text{PessimisticPrecision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{PessimisticPrecision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

\subsection*{5.4.5 Results}

In Figure 5.6, we illustrate POI visits as extracted by the different approaches for the same trajectory. A green polygon indicates a true positive for POI visit extraction, a blue polygon a probable positive, a red polygon a false positive, a yellow polygon a false negative, and grey polygon a true negative. White polygons indicate locations that participated in the event, but were not visited by this student.

The straightforward intersection-based approach by Alvares in Figure 5.6b leads to many false positives, due to the inclusion of location samples where signal multipath was in play. Similarly, Palma’s clustering-based approach in Figure 5.6c suffers from this: detected clusters are often located in front of the POI, rather than intersecting with the polygon. Without a projection on the nearest polygon, this leads to many false negatives. The direction-based approach of Rocha in Figure 5.6d suffers from the constant reflection of signals in urban areas: many clusters are detected due to inaccuracies of the signal, rather than actual back-and-forth movement. As a result, clusters are created that were caused by signal multipath.

In Figure 5.7, we show the results of our validation aggregated over all valid trajectories. PIE outperforms the three existing approaches in pessimistic precision, optimistic precision, and recall, and as a result in F measure as well. We are able to extract visited POIs with a precision of 57.9\%, classical precision of 44.7\%, and recall 68.0\% of the visited POIs. This corresponds with an optimistic F measure of 0.625, substantially higher than the optimistic F measures for Alvares (0.441), Palma (0.371), and Rocha (0.443). The pessimistic F measure for PIE equals 0.540, also substantially higher than those for Alvares (0.335), Palma (0.331), and Rocha (0.344).

To give an indication of appropriate parameter settings for the PIE approach: nine validation batches from the 10-fold cross validation used...
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(a) PIE: clusters outside POLOIs still lead to POI/POLOI visit detection

(b) Alvares: many false positives due to simple intersection

(c) Palma: missed polygons due to location of clusters outside POLOIs

(d) Rocha: missed polygons due to location of clusters outside POLOIs; going around a corner also causes cluster creation

Figure 5.6: POI extraction from trajectory #110 using different algorithms.
a distance threshold $3m \leq D_r \leq 5m$ and a time threshold $11s \leq T_r \leq 14s$. 

We also experimented with a relative value for the $\pi_{max}$ parameter, that relates the projection distance to the distance to the second nearest parcel, but this led to significantly inferior results. Another idea we experimented with was to take signal loss into account, but since this can be caused by several factors, this turned out to be a rather weak indicator for parcel or POI visits.

### 5.5 Privacy considerations

With great power, comes great responsibility. Algorithms like ours can be used to the benefit of a user, just as well as to his discomfort. Users are often careless about the permissions that a mobile application requires. We consider it the application developer’s moral obligation to reduce the collection of private data to a minimum. Therefore, we share this algorithm with the following three privacy considerations:
**Information ownership**

Trajectory data is personal data that belongs to a user. Therefore, which POI a person visited is information that shall be available to only that person, unless he agrees to share this information. Extracted POI visits shall remain on the device of the user. Only an aggregated profile, based on numerous POI visits, shall be sent to a service that uses these. For example: the fact that a user has children, can be beneficial to offer the right services at the right time. However, where his children go to school, is too personal to share.

**Informed user consent**

For certain services, it is required to know the exact POI where a person is currently located. One can think of a tag for social media, or, more importantly, an emergency call application for an elderly person. In this case, we consider it reasonable to share the exact POI, but only with the consent of the informed user.

**POI set scope**

POI sets shall contain only those POIs that increase the quality of the service. The scope of object types contained in the POI set shall be carefully selected for each application, and shall certainly not contain location types that a person may not be willing to share in public.

### 5.6 Conclusion

In our GRS, knowledge on POI visits derived from trajectories using the algorithm introduced in this chapter, can be used to populate user profiles, or to determine popular locations in a specific region to fill geoprofiles. The strength of the algorithm has a direct relationship with the accuracy of the profiles. In this chapter, we introduced and validated our POI visit extraction algorithm PIE. Using a combination of several geometric and spatiotemporal processing steps, we are able to infer the visited POIs with significantly better results than those of existing approaches, as this algorithm is specifically designed for urban indoor trajectory analysis. Even for those trajectories for which typical challenges for this type of trajectory analysis, such as signal loss and inaccuracy, play a role, PIE manages to retain a combination of high precision and high recall. It is important to note though, that the validation was carried out with high quality polygon data.
Spatiotemporal profiling for UGC quality assessment

Abstract

Knowing where people have been, as described in the previous chapter, provides us with information that can be used to assess the quality and relevance of user-generated content. Someone who went to a restaurant, and writes a review on it, is more likely to write a fair review, than someone who works at a competitor. Similarly, a mother of a young child is more likely to write a useful review on the child friendliness of a holiday home, than a young adult without children. In this chapter, we propose a method for spatiotemporal user profiling. In four phases, we process trajectory data to predict the quality of the associated UGC: (1) data collection, (2) data cleaning, (3) trajectory analysis, and (4) user classification and content quality prediction. Our method provides a step-by-step way for human interpretation to detect patterns in the trajectory data.

We use a treasure hunt for students in the city of Enschede, The Netherlands, as a running example of how these methods can be used, and to evaluate the proposed profiling method. The profiling method is used to predict the degree to which the students adhere to the prescribed rules by means of a simple team type classification, and a feature-based answer type classification.

6.1 Introduction

Trajectories are more than a simple collection of time-stamped geographical coordinates. They represent user actions and can, when interpreted properly, lead to an in-depth analysis of behavior and, consequently, user profiling. As a matter of fact, you are what you “where”!

Research involving trajectories has mostly focussed on data management and data mining aspects at the geometrical levels. Results have
led, for example, to improved telematics services using live traffic assessment by means of vehicle tracking and, more recently, map construction algorithms resulting into automatic road network generation and updates (e.g. [11]). In this chapter, we focus on how we can extract user behavior from trajectories, to use this information for UGC quality and relevance assessment. Trajectory pattern mining can lead to interesting insights, as was also acknowledged by Jeung et al. [49], and Zheng et al. [99]. Recently, two in-depth overviews of the state of the art in the field of modeling and semantic enhancement of trajectory data were presented by Parent et al. [73] and Jiang et al. [50]. Behavior, as we discuss it in this chapter, is defined as semantic behavior in [73]: “trajectory behavior whose predicate bears on some contextual data and possibly on some spatial and/or temporal data.” Instead of trajectory behavior, we prefer the wording trajectory characteristics, which we define as notable changes in a trajectory in the spatial or spatiotemporal domain, such as changes in speed or direction.

In this chapter, we introduce a method to classify users based on their movement, with the goal to predict the correctness of their UGC. Our overall method consists of four phases: (1) data collection, (2) data cleaning, (3) trajectory analysis, and (4) user classification and content quality prediction. The first two are addressed in Section 6.3, the third phase in Section 6.4, and the fourth phase in Section 6.5. In the third phase, the trajectory data is analyzed using a timeline and a staypoint analysis, as well as a semantic trajectory inspection relating actual and expected paths. Timeline analysis detects the differences between users and between their changing behavior over time. Staypoint analysis determines where teams spent a significant amount of time and helps in assessing the impact of the environment on user behavior. Trajectory inspection is then used to distinguish between engaged teams and indifferent teams.

The outcome of the analysis phase is used as input to the profiling and prediction phase. This chapter proposes two UGC quality prediction methods: a simple classification approach, based on a small number of features, and a machine-learning based approach, that uses more features, and uses a decision tree to predict UGC quality. In our running example, as well as the validation, we show how a team type classification is created based on two distinguishing, spatiotemporal features. Answer type classification is based on a total of 10 features overall describing the teams and their answers. The generated profiles and their features are used as input to the automated generation of a decision tree to predict answer types, both with respect to correctness of the answer, and adherence to the treasure hunt rules. Being able to predict the likelihood of correctness, is especially useful in scenarios where answer correctness is not as sharply defined, such as user-generated reviews of products or places.

To validate our method, we use a treasure hunt contest as a case study. During the welcome week at the University of Twente, The Netherlands,
6.2 Related work

Work on behavior profiling based on GPS data often describes the analysis and prediction of travel patterns. Liao et al. use a hierarchical Markov model that is trained with historical data from that user to predict new locations and recognize deviating travelling patterns [59]. Monreale et al. use a decision tree, named T-pattern Tree, that requires manually annotated training data [66]. Giannotti et al. [34] who use visited regions of interest (such as a railway station, bridge, or a museum) and sequential patterns thereof to describe human movements. Zheng et al. [96, 98] used a similar, but more formalized approach, using staypoints, and a tree-based hierarchy of clustered stay points. Spaccapietra et al. [81] introduced a conceptual model using movement types and visits to specific points of interest to describe the behavior of people in sequential patterns including the movement. Yan et al. [90] introduce a framework for semantic annotation of trajectories using several abstraction layers, and discuss typical challenges when dealing with trajectory data from mobile devices.

In this chapter however, we focus on the patterns in trajectory data that tell us something about the quality of UGC by that user (group). The method we introduce contains a timeline analysis that resembles the approach taken by Guc et al. [39], but contrary to their manual annotation approach, the annotation in our work is done automatically. For another in the trajectory analysis phase, we use the staypoint detection by discussed prior in Section 5.3.1. As in this chapter we provide a method for pattern detection that relies on human cognitive skills, we use it here to create a visualization, rather than to support (other) algorithms.
6.3 Case study, data collection & data pre-processing

The trajectory data used in this work was collected as part of a case study that involved 54 teams comprised of first-year university students, who used a total of 132 mobile devices and participated in a treasure hunt as part of the student orientation. This event and the respective application, have similarities with the ones from Chapter 5, but the event discussed here took place on August 24th, 2013, roughly a year before the one from Chapter 5. The rules of the game were also changed significantly. In the following, we describe the 2013 event during which the data was collected, the technology that was used, the collected data, and the pre-processing of the data.

6.3.1 Event

Every year, new students are welcomed to the University of Enschede with a voluntary, but popular welcome week called the Kick-In. As part of the welcome week for new Bachelor students in 2013, the Kick-In Quest, as seen in Figure 6.1, took place on a Saturday morning, from 10:00 am until noon. The Kick-In Quest manifested itself as a treasure hunt, in which students had to answer questions at certain locations using a mobile app. Points were awarded for (1) answering questions correctly, and for (2) collected GPS location data. This was explained to the students using information screens in the app. The students worked together in teams, and were motivated to use multiple devices per team to obtain more location points (resulting in more collected tracking data). The awarded amount of points for correct questions was also based on the proximity to the question location, which forced students to move around the city center of Enschede, even if the answer was already known, or could be found online. Each of the 54 teams that participated had its own designated question sequence, guiding them to 20 locations. These sequences were put together from a total of 24 questions and respective locations. It was not possible to look ahead or change a previously entered answer in the app. In case the app was closed, the app continued where it had previously stopped.

6.3.2 Technology

The mobile application was developed using the PhoneGap platform [3]. This platform allows app developers to build an application as if it were a web page using HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. The features of the mobile device, such as the GPS sensor, can be accessed through asynchronous JavaScript calls. PhoneGap supports many different platforms, but for this app only Android and iOS were used.
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6.3.3 Collected data

During the game, trajectory data was uploaded from the mobile devices to a server as tuples containing the trajectory id and all fields of PhoneGap’s Position object: latitude, longitude, altitude, accuracy, altitude accuracy, heading, speed, and timestamp. Furthermore, answer data was uploaded containing the following information: question ID, trajectory ID, answer, latitude, longitude, accuracy, and operating system (i.e., Android, or iOS).

6.3.4 Data pre-processing

Besides several minor data cleaning tasks, such as resolving differences between the date formats of the different platforms, data pre-processing involved the removal of location references based on cell phone tower locations and trajectory point outliers. Android offers two types of locations: fine-grain locations and coarse-grain locations. PhoneGap uses the coarse location data when the fine-grain location is unavailable. This results in trajectories as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Coarse-grain locations can be detected by setting a threshold on the accuracy indicator, with which each location sample is annotated by the APIs of the GPS sensors. Removing all data points for which the accuracy value exceeds 50m has filters out all such coarse points, as can be detected through manual inspection by observing the existence of repeating outliers at the exact same location as in Figure 6.2. In addition, by using a realistic threshold for the speed of the participants...
(30 m/s in the urban area where the event took place), extreme outliers were removed from the GPS trajectories as well.

Figure 6.2: Trajectory before removal of location references based on cell phone tower locations. The signal keeps jumping back and forth between relatively accurate GPS positioning and less accurate cell phone tower locations.

6.4 Spatiotemporal behavior analysis

Now that we have collected and cleaned the data, we have reached the third phase of our prediction method: trajectory data analysis. In this phase, we use three steps to understand the data and the respective patterns in the participants’ behavior. First, we perform a timeline analysis to observe the differences between (groups of) users and changing behavior over time. Secondly, we use a staypoint analysis to determine where teams spent a significant amount of time and to get insight on the impact of the respective environment on the participants’ movements. Lastly, we inspect the actual
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Table 6.1: Spatial Question/Answer categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Distant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Correct Close (CC)</td>
<td>Correct Distant (CD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrect Close (IC)</td>
<td>Incorrect Distant (ID)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

trajectories with respect to the expected trajectories using the question locations.

6.4.1 Timeline Analysis

The spatiotemporal question-answer behavior results in a specific profile for each group. Our hypothesis is that by quantifying this behavior, we can easily identify more or less successful participants. A timeline analysis is used to relate the behavior of (groups of) users by means of analyzing the temporal answering behavior, i.e. how much time did they spend on answer types, and how did their answering behavior evolve over time.

The questions in the treasure hunt were location-bound. This means that the students were instructed to answer the question at a stated location, even if the answer was known or found online. The students were motivated to visit the location by awarding an increasing amount of points based on the inverted distance to that location at the moment of answering the question. Therefore, to score the maximum number of points, the answers needed to be (1) correct, and (2) answered at the respective location. The students were informed of these rules at the start of the game, and were motivated to score points by the intermediate score indication at the top of the screen. Combining right and wrong answers with close or distant answer locations resulted in the four different answer types shown in Table 6.1.

In Figure 6.3, we provide the timeline analysis graph for our case study. The $x$-axis represents the time, the $y$-axis represents the team number. The teams are numbered by their first answering time. The bar of each team consists of a sequence of answers and the time it took to answer each. The longer each bar, the longer it took to answer. The four colors represent the four answer types. CC answers are illustrated in green, CD in blue, IC in yellow, and ID in red. For each answer, the start of the bar represents the moment at which the question is presented on the screen, and the end of the bar the moment the answer is entered in the application (with a small degree of freedom for visualization purposes). For teams that used multiple devices, only the first given answer is considered, because the mobile application often hints at the correct answer after an answer is provided. This influenced the answering behavior on the other devices.

The green (CC) answers, which are correct in both actual answer and location, are more prominent at the beginning of the game. CC answers
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Figure 6.3: Timelines of teams. Colors indicate answer types. Highlighted teams are discussed in detail below. The length of the bars indicates the time taken for each answer.

take a substantial amount of time to obtain, since the students have to move to the right location. Therefore, a large part of the graph is green. This makes this visualization type suitable to get insight into the amount of time spent on each answer type. If additionally it is of interest to see the ratio of behavior occurrences, other techniques can be used, such as the pie chart of answer types in Figure 6.4. A closer look at Team 33, for example, shows a very green timeline, while only 9 out of the 20 answers are actually CC answers. The team with the highest percentage of CC answers was Team 16, with 12 out of the 13 answers correct and at the right location. Not only did this team have the highest percentage, the score of 12 was a tie for the highest number of CC answers. A deeper analysis of the data for this specific team gave us insight in their behavior. The reason that this team could achieve this high number of CC answers without skipping questions, by providing a CD or ID answer in between, was that it participated with four devices, and split up into a walking group with two devices, and a cycling group with two more devices. Judging by the perfect timing of
which devices were used to answer the question first, we can conclude that they must have communicated about this throughout the game.

![Answer type frequencies](image)

Figure 6.4: Answer type frequencies. Only the first answer for each team has been taken into account, in case a team participated with multiple devices, since the explanation in the next screen often revealed the correct answer.

From this timeline, we can detect several team behavior types. Some teams were indifferent about the outcome of the entire game, which is reflected by a late starting time, short answering times and many incorrect answers (e.g., Teams 51 and 52 in Figure 6.3). Other teams were indifferent about answering the questions at the right location, while still trying to answer questions correctly (e.g., Team 2). Teams like Team 1 just wanted to finish the game. Finally, teams like Team 16 were dedicated throughout the entire game. From those teams that played the game all the way until the end, there is another behavior pattern that can be detected. Towards the end of the game, these teams became rushed. This can be seen by the many CD and ID answers towards the end (e.g., Team 33). Another important observation is that there were barely any teams that were consistent in their answer types, except for team 16 that has a nearly entirely green timeline. A deeper analysis of this observation was done using the bar chart in Figure 6.5. This chart, combined with the knowledge of question locations from Figure 6.6, shows that remotely located questions were less popular to be answered near the indicated location.

In addition to the timeline analysis, different visualizations are useful to compensate for the coloring bias that is induced by the fact that some behavior requires more time than other behavior. In the treasure hunt case for example, CC answers require more traveling time than CD answers. This results in an overall “greener” graph, while the pie chart in Figure 6.4 shows that CD answers (blue) are actually more common.

### 6.4.2 Staypoint Analysis

Staypoint analysis is another form of spatiotemporal analysis. It provides insight into the most significant locations of the people’s stop-and-go behavior. Following the definition from Section 5.3.1 staypoints are points
where the speed was below a certain threshold for a respective time period. This analysis is uncoupled from that what the students were asked to do (answering questions), and gives us more insight into what they actually did besides playing the game.

In our case study, we use a speed threshold of $1\text{m/s}$ and a stay threshold of 30s. To overcome the problem of GPS signals bouncing around when no, or little movement is observed, we did not use the typical sampling rate of 1Hz, but compared the position with a GPS signal sample of 5s ago (under-sampling).

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6.6. The red circles are the actual question locations. Blue circles are used to visualize the staypoints after clustering them on a trajectory basis. Multiple blue circles located close to each other therefore represent multiple trajectories slowing down significantly in that area. For visualization purposes, the radius size of the question location circles was reduced to 25m, as opposed to the 100m used to distinguish between “close” vs. “distant” answers in the timeline.
Figure 6.6: Staypoints derived purely from GPS data. Blue circles indicate detected staypoints, the red circles and numbers indicate the question locations. The park in the northwest corner is the location of the event that took place afterwards. Question 4 (in the southeast) was in a supermarket.
Several groups of staypoints can be detected. The cluster of points in the upper left corner of the map reveals the location of the next program element for the students. Several teams went to this location early, or left the app running while the game was already over. The game was initiated near the center of the map. This is where the students were supposed to gather, and obtained a team code to start the app. Question no. 4 was to be answered inside a supermarket. The cluster of staypoints in the lower right corner of the map surrounds that location. Judging by the time spent near this supermarket, several students went into the supermarket for more than just the answer of the question. The slow movement afterwards is probably caused by the consumption of snacks and drinks afterwards.

### 6.4.3 Trajectory inspection

To gain further insight into the movement patterns of teams, we carried out a visual inspection of trajectories. This revealed some challenges as several teams had turned off their GPS tracking between answering questions, most likely to save battery power. Also, we could cluster the trajectories into four types, (1) barely moving, (2) not leaving the center of the town, (3) leaving center of town once, and (iv) moving around.

Figure 6.7 shows examples of different trajectory types. However, no clear correlation could be found between the correctness of answers and the movement patterns of the teams. For example, Team 25 answered 10 questions, all correctly, without moving substantially.

### 6.5 Behavior prediction

In many scenarios of UGC quality analysis, the correctness of content is unknown. An example scenario is the analysis of reviews and ratings of a restaurant. A positive review may be a realistic description of the user’s experience, or it may be a bogus review written by the restaurant owner. The ability to distinguish serious users from the less serious ones, allows us to predict the quality of their content. In the case study, we have this information on answer correctness and used this as a ground truth to validate two prediction mechanisms built using our approach. The first one, a simple team type classification, is mainly based on the outcome of the timeline analysis. For the second one, a machine-learning approach to predict the answer types, we have used the outcome of all three analyses.
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(a) Type 1 - Team 51 barely participated and answered the questions from a cafe near the start of the event.

(b) Type 2 - Team 1 participated, but did not leave the center.

(c) Type 3 - Team 14 actively participated and moved somewhat around to answer questions.

(d) Type 4 - Team 16 actively participated, and visited even remote question locations.

Figure 6.7: Raw trajectories of several teams. Each device (per team) has an own color for the trajectory. The red numbers indicate the question locations for that specific team. Teams were unable to look ahead at the next questions.
6.5.1 Team type classification

A simple team type classification categorizes teams into four groups using (i) start time and (ii) average speed of each team. Table 6.2 shows the resulting four types. Teams that started within 2000s of the first starting team were classified as early starters. The cut-off speed between the *slow* and *fast teams* was set at the median speed of all teams, being 1.2859 m/s. For teams that participated with multiple devices, the entire travelled distance was divided by the total amount of time the devices uploaded a GPS signal to the server. Teams that answered less than 10 out of the 20 questions were not taken into account for this classification. The resulting classification for all the teams can be found in Figure 6.8.

Table 6.2: Team characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High average speed</th>
<th>Early start time</th>
<th>Late start time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Rushed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get-It-Over-With</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low average speed</th>
<th>Starting time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get−It−Over−With</td>
<td>0-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>500-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>1000-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>1500-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>2000-2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>2500-3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>3000-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>3500-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>4000-4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>4500-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>5000-5500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.8: Team types using the 2-dimensional team type classification based on average speed and starting time. Numbers indicate the team IDs.
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The radar charts in Figure 6.9 show the distribution of answer types for each team type. Each of the four axes represents the fraction of answers for that answer type per team.

Again, it can be seen that IC (incorrect + close) answers are uncommon (none of the teams had more than 20% IC answers), and this makes them hard to predict. CC answers (correct + close) are much easier to predict and are especially common among the teams classified as Serious. CD (correct + distant) answers are especially common among Get-It-Over-With teams. ID (incorrect + distant) answers can be found primarily among Indifferent teams, and to a lesser degree among Rushing teams.

(a) Serious teams have a strong tendency towards CC answers.

(b) Rushed teams typically have a high ratio of CD and ID answers, and very little CC answers.

(c) Get-it-over-with teams have a strong tendency towards CD answers.

(d) Indifferent teams have a strong tendency towards ID answers.

Figure 6.9: Radar charts of answer types for each team type. An axis displays the fraction of answers of that answer type.
6.5.2 Feature-based answer type classification

Rather than classifying team behavior, in the following, we examine answer type behavior, to validate the potential to extract information about content quality from trajectory data. We created nine features to describe the team behavior in general, and one feature to compare the answer to the answer of other teams:

Per team, we record the following features:
1. start time,
2. average speed of all the team’s trajectories (total distance divided by the total time),
3. maximum covered distance,
4. time spent using the application,
5. number of devices,
6. median distances travelled between answers,
7. median time elapsed between answers, and
8. number of staypoints
To relate the given answers to other teams, we also recorded:
9. whether the answer is the prevailing answer over all teams, at that point in time.

With respect to the last feature: in a UGC quality assessment system in another context, such as product reviews & ratings, incorporating the answers of others into the prediction model suffers from the cold-start problem. However, once several reviews are given, especially when including a scale-based rating (e.g. stars or a grade), it may be a strong indication for the content’s relevance and accuracy.

We use a decision tree-based brute force approach to find that combination of features that leads to the best $F$-measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall as commonly used in Information Retrieval) for answer correctness prediction. The best combination of features to predict CC answers turned out to be that of (i) start time, (ii) duration, (iii) median distance between answers, and (iv) whether or not the answer is the prevalent answer over all teams.

To validate the results of this method, we carried out a 10-fold cross validation. Compared to a baseline method, namely assuming all students adhered to the rules, and thus all answers are CC answers, this prediction mechanism performs well in precision (0.5369 vs 0.3486), decent in recall (0.5321 vs the automatically perfect recall of 1.0000) and slightly better in $F$-measure (0.5274 vs 0.5169). Since the majority vote is a very strong feature for answer correctness prediction, the model is very strong for distinguishing correct and incorrect answers. However, when it comes to
correct answers, the model has some trouble distinguishing the CC answers from the more common CD answers. For incorrect answers, that are most often ID answers, the real-time model approaches perfect results, with an $F$-measure of 0.8686.

6.6 Conclusions

Trajectory data is much more than a temporal sequence of position samples. Combined with the right metadata, as in this case question/answer behavior in a treasure hunt, it represents rich spatiotemporal data that can be used to analyze and predict the user’s actions. In this chapter, we showed how user content can be predicted based on trajectory data using several types of analyses. Although these methods have been derived in the context of a treasure hunt scenario, they are generally applicable for the analysis of “rich” trajectory data. The staypoint analysis can be used to detect those locations where people spend more time. Examples are train stations locations in commuter data, taxi stops, traffic lights, and traffic bottlenecks. The timeline analysis is useful for comparing the behavior of people, and can lead to several types of categorizations, depending on the application. The timeline analysis can be used to detect patterns such as school visits, to distinguish parents from other users, as they are more likely to provide useful feedback on the child-friendliness of a campsite. Similarly, people who visit restaurants regularly, are more likely to give an accurate review on a restaurant. Such patterns help us to assess the relevance and accuracy of user input, for example given in a review & rating system.

What was not discussed in this chapter, but may also be a promising application of our method in the GRS context, is to use this type of pattern analysis not only for UGC quality assessment, but also for classifying users and detecting user interests for recommendation selection. For example, it may be useful to know if a user travels by train regularly, or owns a car, or to use the information that someone has a young child for the selection of their holiday home.
Knowledge-based recommendation selection

Abstract

The final step towards building a GRS is the selection of recommendations, based on the profiling techniques of the previous chapters. A requirement to provide personalized recommendations is that the recommender system has knowledge of the person using it. To limit the scope of this chapter, we focus here on the semi-structured user profiles that can be derived from social media accounts, by analyzing pages liked on Facebook, accounts followed on Twitter, URLs pinned on Pinterest, etc. We introduce our Interest-Based Recommender System (IBRS). Knowledge-based recommender systems are used to match users based on information that links the two, but they often focus on a single, specific application domain, such as movies to watch or music to listen to. IBRS however is a knowledge-based recommender system that provides recommendations that are generic in three dimensions: IBRS is (1) domain-independent, (2) language-independent, and (3) independent of the used social media. To match user interests with items, the first are derived from the user’s social media profile, enriched with a deeper semantic embedding obtained from the generic knowledge-base DBpedia. These interests are used to select personalized recommendations from a tagged item set from any domain, in any language. We also present the results of a validation of IBRS by a test user group of 44 people using two item sets from different domains: greeting cards and, most importantly for the GRS application, holiday homes.

This chapter is based on [27]

7.1 Introduction

The aim of a recommender system (RS) is to help people find the items they are most interested in. A requirement to provide personalized recommendations is that the RS has knowledge of the person using it. In 2013, Facebook
claimed to have 1.11 billion active users [30], and the top-100 pages alone currently have a total of 5.87 billion Facebook-likes [9]. Those items that people express a preference for on social media, whether through a like of a Facebook page, a follow on Twitter, or a pin on Pinterest, can be taken to disclose personal traits of interest and the things they want to be associated with. This vast amount of information is the starting point for our Interest-Based Recommender System (IBRS), where we use a knowledge-base to link social media profiles to tagged item sets.

The creation of an RS that makes use of social media or knowledge-bases is not a new ambition. In this chapter, it is our aim to do this in a way that is independent of: (1) the item set domain, (2) the languages used in the item set and the social media profiles, and (3) the type of used social media. This means that the solution shall not rely on domain-specific features, such as the actor-movie relationship or artist-album relationship. It shall also be applicable to any language, and be able to recommend items with semantic information in a different language than the used social media. And lastly, it shall not rely on features that do not generally occur in social media, such as the availability of the job history in LinkedIn or location check-in history as it was available in FourSquare in the past. This leads to the following hypothesis that is validated in this chapter: independent of the item set domain, language and used social medium, automated user interest detection can select preferred items.

The cold-start problem, as for example discussed by Bobadilla et al. [13], is a common challenge in RSs. This is the problem that data scarcity makes it impossible to (1) recommend items to new users, (2) recommend newly added items to existing users, and (3) use new systems with only a few matches between users and items. As a boundary requirement to our solution, this cold-start problem needs to be circumvented.

People’s expressed preferences on social media cannot always directly be related to commonly used tags or words in descriptions in an existing item set. These items are often example instances of broader concepts. For example: Cristiano Ronaldo has 103 million Facebook-likes at the time of writing, whereas Soccer (66 million) and Football (46 million) have considerably fewer. Tag sets or descriptions, on the other hand, are more likely to contain these broader concepts, as for example is the case in greeting cards, sports equipment, or campsites with soccer fields. In fact, one of our validation item sets contains tagged greeting cards with practically only generic terms such as soccer/football. To bridge this generalization gap in a domain- and language-independent way, we use the multilingual, generic knowledge-base DBpedia as a query expansion mechanism to automatically detect broader concepts. We call these concepts the user’s interests.

1Synonyms like this one cause problems as well, and are discussed in more detail in Section 7.3
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A user group of 44 people tested IBRS, using item sets from two completely different domains: greeting cards and holiday homes. Both the recommendation selection, as well as the explanation interface were validated by these users, applying their own social media profile.

This chapter is further structured as follows: related work is discussed in Section 7.2, the motivation behind this research is discussed in Section 7.3, the IBRS technology is presented in Section 7.4, while the validation approach and results are laid out in Section 7.5, and Section 7.6 finally contains concluding remarks.

7.2 Related work

The cold-start problem is frequently described in the RS domain, and refers to the problem of data scarcity when trying to find similarities between users, similarities between items, or matches between users and items. Bobadilla et al. split up the cold-start problem into three categories \[\text{[13]}\]:

- new items;
- new users, and;
- new communities (i.e. new systems).

Different RS types have been discussed in literature. We follow the categorization by Burke and Ramezani \[\text{[17]}\], and discuss to what extent these system types suffer from the different cold-start problem types:

- In a collaborative filtering RS items are recommended based on user similarity, by locating peer users with a rating history similar to the current user and generate recommendations using this neighborhood.
  The drawbacks of a CF-based RS are that new items have not been linked to any users yet, new users cannot be compared with existing users yet, and new communities suffer from both.

- A content-based RS, recommends items based on features associated with products and the ratings that a user has given them.
  The drawbacks of a content-based RS are that new items with new features cannot be compared with other items yet and new users have not rated enough features to base recommendations on yet.

- A demographic RS recommends item based on a demographic profile of the user: recommended products can be produced for different demographic niches, by combining the ratings of users in those niches.
  A demographic RS also suffers from the difficulty to recommend new items, as it has not been matched with any users yet. New users can be related to existing users however, as long as enough comparable users are available in the system, which relates to the new community problem.
• A knowledge-based RS recommends items based on inferences about a user’s needs and preferences.

These systems do not suffer from the cold-start problem, but often require domain knowledge to provide useful recommendations.

Social media have received especially much attention in the field of content-based RSs. Fijałkowski and Zatoka presented an architecture of a recommender system for e-commerce based on Facebook profiles [32]. Guy et al. proposed five recommender types, based on social media and/or tags [41]. In their approach, they also presented the users with recommendation explanation. The social media they focused on, however, are not of the mainstream type, but specific for the Lotus Connections suite. The system of He et al., on the other hand, used common social media [44]. Whereas they claim to overcome the cold-start problem, their system still appears to suffer from the cold-start problem with respect to the addition of items.

The creation of an RS based on DBpedia has also received quite some attention, especially in the field of music [74, 75] and movie [65, 35, 64, 70, 84] recommendation. Di Noia et al. took it a step further and also benefited from the integration of DBpedia in the linked open data (LOD) initiative. Their movie recommendations are not only based on DBpedia knowledge, but also on Freebase and LinkedMDB. A more generic approach to create an RS using LOD was done by Heitmann and Hayes [45], who also use LOD to overcome the cold-start problem. Even though their validation is based on a music dataset, their approach has the genericity to be used for other applications as well. Our approach for broader concept detection through DBpedia is a form of knowledge-based query expansion. Liang et al. already showed in [58] that document recommendation based on the user’s interests improves as a result of query expansion, or semantic expansion as they call it.

What distinguishes our approach from other RS research, is that we use both social media profiles and DBpedia data to create a generic RS. Passant and Raimond, for example, created an RS based on exported social media profiles and DBpedia data in [75], but their approach is limited to the music-specific relations in DBpedia. To the best of our knowledge, the only other generic approach is TasteWeights by Bostandjiev et al. [15]. They built a user profile based on social media data, and then applied a collaborative filtering-based approach to select recommendations.

As it is exactly our goal to overcome the cold-start problem, our approach is knowledge-based, according to the RS classification by Burke and Ramezani [17]. Basile, Lops et al. would classify IBRS as a top-down semantics-aware, content-based RS [62, 11].

Our recommendation extraction work is inspired by Shi et al.’s HeteRecom [80], which is based on the similarity calculation HeteSim [79]. In their approach, they find a match between users and items using the knowledge
of only one domain (for example conference recommendation for authors based on their previous papers), but the HeteSim calculation could also be applied to cross-domain recommendation. In our work however, we focus on combining multiple graphs (i.e. the social media graphs, knowledge-base graphs, and a tagged item set) into one (unweighted) graph, and the detection of existing paths in this combined graph.

7.3 Motivation

We aim to select recommendations in a way that is generic in three dimensions: the recommendation approach shall be independent of (1) the item set domain, (2) the natural item set language, and (3) the used social medium. As a fourth criterium, it shall not suffer from any of Bobadilla’s three cold-start problem categories. Below, we discuss the motivation for all of these challenges:

Domain-independence

As discussed in the previous section, currently most recommender systems based on knowledge-bases and social media are focused on one specific domain. Independence of the item set domain allows the reuse of the solution and its future improvements for multiple applications.

Language-independence

Similar to domain-independence as a requirement for reusability, a language-independent solution improves the RS’s potential to be used in multiple applications. A sub-requirement of language-independence is synonym-independence. As Zanardi and Capra pointed out in [93], synonyms are a typical RS problem, especially for tag-based RSs. The example of people facebook-liking either the Soccer page or the Football page from Section 7.1 already showed that people may facebook-like different pages, while referring to the same concept. Despite recent efforts by Facebook to merge pages about the same topic from different languages into one page, and improving the search functionality to help people finding such pages while searching for their name in a different language, concept duplication in pages still exists.

Social medium-independence

From the first form of genericity, domain-independence, follows another requirement. Several social media, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest, are widely used, and each of these has its own focus. When one decides to create an RS for job vacancies, LinkedIn may be
a more logical social medium to base the recommendations on than any of the other, while an RS for touristic hotspots will most likely lead to another choice. Therefore, to create an RS based on social media content that is domain-independent, it shall also be independent of the underlying social medium.

**Cold-start problem**

As discussed in Section 7.2, knowledge-based RS have been designed to overcome all of these problems, but often require domain-specific knowledge.

Overcoming all of these four challenges at the same time has motivated us to create IBRS: a domain-independent, language-independent, social medium-independent, knowledge-based RS.

### 7.4 Concept & technology

The foundation of IBRS is the idea that people are more likely to be interested in items that have a not too distant relation with named entities we know they like. Although things people express a preference for on social media are typically in a different domain than our item set, they may still give hints towards a person’s interests. In IBRS, we link the preferred items (i.e. pages only, on social media to resources in the DBpedia Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph. We use this graph to explore related concepts, which are then matched with a known tag set, that is used to label
the item set. As a final step, we rank the item set based on the number of matched tags. This concept is illustrated, using the holiday home domain, in Figure 7.1. In this example, the user facebook-liked the Colosseum, pizza, and Francesco Totti. These facebook-likes are mapped onto DBpedia, and the DBpedia RDF graph is explored to detect the broader concepts Rome, Italy, and Stadio Olimpico. These items are mapped onto holiday home tags, to ultimately match the user with a specific holiday home.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows: RDF graph exploration is discussed in Section 7.4.1. The data model of the IBRS abstraction layer is presented in Section 7.4.2. Section 7.4.3 presents a method for automated tag generation from descriptions. In Section 7.4.4 the ranking mechanism and Facebook-DBpedia mapping approach are presented. Section 7.4.5 finally, presents a short introduction of the IBRS prototype.

### 7.4.1 DBpedia graph exploration

After matching a facebook-like with a DBpedia resource, we traverse the RDF graph in exactly two steps. Since RDF tuples have a subject, predicate and object, RDF graphs are directed. Therefore, there are four possible different direction combinations to travel from some node \( A \) through node \( B \) to its second neighbor \( C \)

\[^{2}\] In Table 7.1 we show the top-10 of second neighbors when traversing the DBpedia graph starting from the Eiffel Tower as node \( A \), using all four possible direction combinations. DBpedia pages in italics also occur as tags in at least one of our two validation sets, which are discussed in detail in Section 7.5. The first approach, \( A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \), leads to results describing France, influential French people, and several other buildings in France. The second approach, \( A \leftarrow B \rightarrow C \), has some overlap with the first approach, but also contains several results unrelated to France, such as Los Angeles and the United States. The third approach, \( A \leftarrow B \leftarrow C \), shows some remarkable buildings throughout Europe, but also very unrelated lists towards the bottom of the top-10. The fourth and final approach, \( A \rightarrow B \leftarrow C \), results in several famous French people, especially scientists. Other starting points show similar results: the third approach, \( A \leftarrow B \leftarrow C \), shows promising results for single domain recommendations, whereas the first approach shows the best results for broader concept detection. Since our aim is to match these second neighbors with a tag set, we use the first approach, \( A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \). This is caused by the type of commonly used relationships in DBpedia. Table 7.2 shows a list of the most popular predicates in the DBpedia dataset, after removal of administrative relationships such as dbpont:wikiPageID. DBpedia resources about people often refer to the city where they were born using the person as the object,

\[^{2}\] Depending on the directions of the relationships, and the existence of bi-directional relationships, node \( A \) may be equal to node \( C \), as can also be seen in Table 7.1.
and the city as the subject (and either \textit{dbpont:birthPlace}, \textit{dbp2:birthPlace}, or \textit{dbpont2:birthPlace} as the predicate). The relationship the other way around is not available. The same goes for the way generalizing predicates, such as \textit{dbpont2:genre} or \textit{rdfs:subClassOf}, are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>$A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C$ (#)</th>
<th>$A \leftarrow B \rightarrow C$ (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Paris (20)</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>France (20)</td>
<td>France (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower (7)</td>
<td>Paris (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manuel Valls (6)</td>
<td>Los Angeles (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>François Hollande (6)</td>
<td>British Library (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Unitary state (6)</td>
<td>Bonnétable (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>\textit{French language} (6)</td>
<td>Aarhus University (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Anne Hidalgo (6)</td>
<td>Garabit viaduct (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bonnétable (4)</td>
<td>St Paul’s Cathedral (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Garabit viaduct (4)</td>
<td>United States (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>$A \leftarrow B \leftarrow C$ (#)</th>
<th>$A \rightarrow B \leftarrow C$ (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower (7)</td>
<td>Paul Langevin (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Palácio de Ferro (3)</td>
<td>Léon Foucault (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cologne Cathedral (2)</td>
<td>Jean Témerson (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eiffel Bridge, Ungheni (2)</td>
<td>Frédéric Passy (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Souleuvre Viaduct (2)</td>
<td>L.A. de Bougainville* (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Samuel Hibben (2)</td>
<td>Cecile de Brunhoff (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Casa de Fierro (2)</td>
<td>Adrien-Marie Legendre (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Modern Marvels episodes* (2)</td>
<td>Robert Perrier (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Monopoly editions USA* (2)</td>
<td>Paul Lévy (math.)* (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Garabit viaduct (2)</td>
<td>Émile Drain (45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Top-10 of second neighbor nodes $C$ through DBpedia graph exploration in multiple directions for the \textit{Eiffel Tower} resource as node $A$. Numbers between brackets indicate number of paths between that node and the Eiffel Tower node. Items in italics also occur as tags in at least one of our two validation tag sets. Items marked with an asterisk are abbreviated.

### 7.4.2 Abstraction layer data model

To ensure IBRS genericity, an abstraction layer is used on top of the underlying data source, such as a product database. This abstraction layer can consist of physical tables, views, or a mix of these, but we will refer to its items as tables from here on. The abstraction layer, depicted in Figure 7.2 contains the following tables:
Table 7.2: Commonly used predicates in DBpedia, after filtering out administrative predicates, such as `dbpont:wikiPageID`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dc:language</td>
<td>11,519,143</td>
<td>dbp2:length</td>
<td>731,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:primaryTopic</td>
<td>11,519,143</td>
<td>foaf:homepage</td>
<td>686,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf</td>
<td>11,519,143</td>
<td>dbpont:country</td>
<td>671,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:name</td>
<td>4,220,793</td>
<td>dbpont:numGoals</td>
<td>611,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:hasPhotoCollection</td>
<td>4,041,585</td>
<td>dbp2:clubs</td>
<td>585,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:name</td>
<td>4,021,368</td>
<td>dbp2:location</td>
<td>582,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:broader</td>
<td>2,485,421</td>
<td>dbp2:rd1Team</td>
<td>582,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:team</td>
<td>1,571,760</td>
<td>dbp2:genre</td>
<td>577,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:depiction</td>
<td>1,470,653</td>
<td>dbpont:numMatches</td>
<td>539,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:birthPlace</td>
<td>1,211,868</td>
<td>dbp2:caption</td>
<td>516,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:shortDescription</td>
<td>1,194,274</td>
<td>dbpont:deathDate</td>
<td>506,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:birthDate</td>
<td>1,131,616</td>
<td>dbp2:votes</td>
<td>501,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:givenName</td>
<td>1,129,044</td>
<td>dbp2:birthDate</td>
<td>475,996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:surname</td>
<td>1,103,069</td>
<td>dbpont:deathYear</td>
<td>473,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:birthYear</td>
<td>1,028,894</td>
<td>dbp2:type</td>
<td>471,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:dateOfBirth</td>
<td>1,023,951</td>
<td>dbp2:dateOfDeath</td>
<td>471,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:subdivisionName</td>
<td>1,004,294</td>
<td>dbp2:caps</td>
<td>468,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:goals</td>
<td>969,216</td>
<td>w3:geometry</td>
<td>452,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:placeOfBirth</td>
<td>903,529</td>
<td>w3:long</td>
<td>452,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:birthPlace</td>
<td>890,716</td>
<td>w3:lat</td>
<td>452,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:years</td>
<td>826,515</td>
<td>georss:point</td>
<td>450,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:isPartOf</td>
<td>826,399</td>
<td>owl:equivalentClass</td>
<td>448,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:careerStation</td>
<td>781,814</td>
<td>rdfs:subClassOf</td>
<td>446,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbpont:years</td>
<td>731,778</td>
<td>dbpont:genre</td>
<td>446,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbp2:date</td>
<td>731,472</td>
<td>dbp2:wordnet_type</td>
<td>437,797</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **ABSTRACT_ITEMS**, containing the IDs and type of objects to recommend;
- **TAGS**, which holds the reference to the DBpedia resource for one or more **TAG_TRANSLATIONS**;
- **ABSTRACT_ITEMS_TAGS**, a relationship table between the **ABSTRACT_ITEMS** and the **TAGS**;
- **TAG_TRANSLATIONS**, containing the translated version of a tag in a specific language, and;
- **LANGUAGES**, containing the different languages used in the IBRS instance.
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Figure 7.2: Abstraction layer data model: ABSTRACT_ITEMS are the items to recommend, linked to TAGS through the ABSTRACT_ITEMS_TAGS relationship table. TAGS are containers with one or more TAG_TRANSLATIONS in several LANGUAGES.

7.4.3 Tag generation

In case an item set is not tagged, but does contain descriptive texts, tags can be extracted automatically. Natural language processing algorithms can be used for this purpose, such as the named entity extraction and disambiguation approach by Habib et al. [43]. We used Habib’s approach with a manually trained model to extract named entities from the EuroCottage holiday home descriptions from our inspirational scenario. A drawback of this approach is that descriptions are often the result of free-text input. Phrases such as “only a 3 hour flight from Amsterdam” or “25 kilometers from the border with France” lead to correctly extracted named entities, but semantically not the best tags to distinguish this object from others. Therefore, we additionally removed those tags that tagged a holiday home with another country than the one it is located in. In total, this approach allowed us to assign 455,777 (non-unique) tags to 42,148 holiday homes, from which 106,430 tags (of which 12,151 unique) could be mapped onto a DBpedia resource.

7.4.4 Ranking

The IBRS ranking method consists of four steps: (1) retrieving preferred items from social media, (2) matching these items with DBpedia resources, (3) extracting abstracts from DBpedia, (4) ranking items based on matched tags.
Obtaining preferred items from social media

To map social media items while remaining independent of the social medium, we must take into account that APIs have differences. Some social medium APIs allow developers to find out what a user’s friends prefer, while others limit the developer to information about the logged in user. Therefore, when using the Facebook Graph API, we limited ourselves to the NAME and CATEGORY elements of each facebook-liked page. These two elements can be expected in the API of any social medium, although the name of the latter may differ (e.g. LinkedIn’s INDUSTRIES field for companies [60]).

Matching social media items with DBpedia resources

Facebook-likes are mapped onto DBpedia resources through their name. Those facebook-pages that mapped onto ambiguous terms in DBpedia were filtered out. To create a more complete mapping, we added one Facebook-specific mechanism: we postfixed some of the name elements based on the contents of the category elements. If the category element contained the value “movie,” “tv show,” or “musician/band,” we also checked if a DBpedia resource existed with the additional postfix “_(movie),” “_(TV_series),” or “_(band)” respectively. This leads to the following SPARQL query for matching the movie The Net:

```sparql
PREFIX dbpont2: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX dbpres: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
# We use the prefixed versions here for readability
SELECT ?uri ?label
WHERE {
  # Find exact match with category suffix
    FILTER(?uri = dbpres:The_Net_(movie)) }
  # Or exact match without category suffix
    FILTER(?uri = dbpres:The_Net) }
  # Or the label version
  UNION { ?uri rdfs:label "The_Net"@en. }
  # Check if page has redirect
  UNION { ?uri dbpres:The_Net_(movie)
    dbpont2:wikiPageRedirects ?uri }
  UNION { ?uri dbpres:The_Net
    dbpont2:wikiPageRedirects ?uri }
  FILTER (langMatches(lang(?label),"en")).
  # Filter out ambiguous terms
  FILTER NOT EXISTS { ?uri
dbpont2:wikiPageDisambiguates ?disambiguates }. }
# Filter out Wikipedia categories
```
Using this approach on a test set of 11,674 unique Facebook pages, obtained from the likes of 309 users, we were able to match 2,240 (19.2%) Facebook-pages with a DBpedia resource.

**Extracting abstracts from DBpedia**

For all matched DBpedia resources, the abstracts are retrieved from the SPARQL endpoint provided by DBpedia [23] using the following query for a fictional person with the facebook-likes Vienna, Recommender system, and Computer science:

```
PREFIX dbpont2: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
PREFIX dbpres: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>

SELECT DISTINCT
?o3 (count(?o3) as ?count) ?abstract ?label
WHERE {
    # UNION concatenation of mapped FB pages
    {dbpres:Vienna ?p1 ?o2} UNION
    {dbpres:Recommender_system ?p1 ?o2} UNION
    {dbpres:Computer_science ?p1 ?o2}
    # Neighboring object has Wikipage
    ?o2 dbpont2:wikiPageID ?o2id ;
    # Neighboring object has neighbor
    # Second neighbor object has Wikipage
    ?o3 dbpont2:wikiPageID ?o3id ;
    dbpont2:abstract ?abstract ;
    rdfs:label ?label .
    # English is used as an example
    FILTER(langMatches(lang(?abstract), 'en')) .
    FILTER(langMatches(lang(?label), 'en')) .
    # Second neighbor object must not be a category
    MINUS {?o3 rdf:type skos:Concept}
}
# 'Only' the 1000 most important abstracts
ORDER BY DESC(?count)
LIMIT 1000
```

**Ranking items based on matched tags**

Each tag that (1) has a DBPEDIA RESOURCE_ID and (2) is contained in at least one of the downloaded abstracts, is marked as a matched tag. The item set is then ranked on the basis of the number of matched tags. As a final step, those items that are too close to a higher ranked item, based on a pre-defined distance function, such as Euclidean distance for geographic objects, are removed from the ranking. This last step is added to ensure
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For objects for which such a distance function is not so obvious, the cosine similarity (as for example discussed in [93]) of the item’s tags may be a good starting point. The tag input makes our RS domain-aware. However, since the approach can be applied to any tag domain, we still consider the concept itself domain-independent. This in contrast to for example music recommenders that rely on the artist-song relationship.

7.4.5 Prototype

For demonstration and validation purposes, we have created a prototype of IBRS, using the Cake PHP platform. The prototype can be used with either one’s own Facebook profile, or by manually combining several DBpedia resources. It can be accessed through http://ibrs.ewi.utwente.nl, where IBRS can be used for both domains.

7.5 Validation

To validate our ranking mechanism, as well as to determine the user perception of recommendations with explanations, we validated IBRS in a carefully designed user study with a test user group of 44 people. We used two product sets from different domains to demonstrate its domain-independence: greeting cards and holiday homes. The greeting card set contains Dutch tags, while the holiday homes did not contain any tags, but only descriptions. From the holiday homes, we used the English descriptions to extract (English) tags, to emphasize the potential to use IBRS in a language-independent way.

This section is further structured as follows: Section 7.5.1 describes the item set details. In Section 7.5.2 we present the approach taken to validate both our ranking mechanism and the recommendation explanation interface. Section 7.5.3 finally, discusses the validation results.

7.5.1 Item set details

The first item set contains greeting cards from the Dutch company Kaartje2Go (“Card2Go”). Customers search through an electronic collection of cards, which are distributed through regular paper mail by Kaartje2Go in name of the customer. The customers can choose between sending greeting cards to one or multiple people at once. 75% of the purchases are of the latter type, for which the preferences of the sender are more relevant than those of the (potentially many) recipients. To facilitate the search, users can search [http://www.kaartje2go.nl](http://www.kaartje2go.nl)
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for tags that have been entered manually by the Kaartje2Go staff. These tags, which are mostly in Dutch, are inconsistent in their completeness: for example some of the soccer cards are also tagged using the names of popular Dutch soccer teams, but not all of them. Less popular teams are never mentioned as tags. The translation of the top-10 greeting card tags can be found in Table 7.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birthday</td>
<td>7,535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>2,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>2,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>2,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant</td>
<td>2,056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photograph</td>
<td>1,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>1,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>1,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>1,373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Translation of top-10 manual greeting card tags with a DBpedia reference, ordered by the number of cards with this tag

The second item set contains holiday homes from the holiday home portal EuroCottage. This item set did not contain tags, but a description in one, two or three languages (Dutch, English and/or German). We followed the approach discussed in Section 7.4.3 to extract mentions of geographic places from the English holiday home descriptions. The top-10 of resulting tags can be found in Table 7.4. The advantage of extracting geographic places is that these also often have Wikipedia pages, which makes them suitable for the requirement that the tags need to have a DBPEDIA_RESOURCE_ID. Many pages of the holiday home descriptions were in German, even though they were marked in the system by the holiday home owners as being English descriptions. As a result, many German words or phrases were extracted as geographical references, since the model was trained for English descriptions. However, the impact of these terms was practically zero, as these extracted tags were not matched with an English DBpedia resource (as the language of the TAG_TRANSLATIONS entry was set to English). For the validation, the holiday homes were plotted on a map that was zoomed in on Europe, since most holiday homes in the set are located there. A relatively small subset of homes outside Europe could therefore not be displayed on the map, and were removed from the validation set, just as those without a coordinate pair. This coordinate pair
was also used for the described diversity function: all top-10 holiday homes had to be located at least 250 kilometers away from higher ranked homes.

For both sets, we removed tags with a negative connotation, such as “die,” or “death.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siena</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscany</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legoland</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotkamo</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardennes</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisa</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Top-10 of extracted tags for holiday homes with a DBpedia reference, ordered by the number of holiday homes with this tag

7.5.2 Validation approach

Our test users were requested through a Facebook post by two of the researchers involved in this project to participate in the validation experiment. The test users used their own existing Facebook account for the recommendations. The test users were not aware of what they were testing, except for the information that they were testing an RS. Most test users do not have a background in computer science, and none of them were aware of how IBRS works. We asked our test users to validate our algorithm through a total of 30 questions, split up into three batches of 10. Once a question had been answered, users could not return to that question. The first two batches were intended to validate our ranking mechanism, the third batch was intended to determine the user perception of recommendations with explanations, as compared to recommendations without explanations.

For the first ten questions, users were asked to select their favorite greeting card from a greeting card pair using the interface of Figure 7.3. On one side of the screen, an item from the top-10 greeting cards according to IBRS was shown. On the other side, a card was shown that was not tagged with any of the matched tags. We called this inverted approach Inverted IBRS. IBRS and Inverted IBRS were shown on the left or right side at random.
For the second batch of ten questions, our test users were presented with the choice between two holiday homes, in a similar way. Again, IBRS and Inverted IBRS were shown on the left or right side at random. For each holiday home, its location was shown on a map, with the name of the holiday home and the first 1000 characters of its description, as shown in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Test user interface for holiday home comparison

The final batch of ten questions required the test users to rate a recommendation. Each of the holiday homes was one of the top-10 holiday homes according to IBRS. At random, a user was assigned to the group of users...
who received recommendations with an explanation, as shown in Figure 7.5, or without an explanation.

Figure 7.5: Cut-out of test user interface for holiday home recommendation rating. The lines in orange/blue contain the matched tags.

In test runs of the validation process, we determined that in a set-wise comparison of the two systems, users tended to prefer the set that was spread out over the map, rather than one that contained clusters of recommendations. Since Inverted IBRS is extremely spread out, due to the fact that items had no relation with the users or each other, this caused a bias in the validation results. Therefore, we decided to only compare the results item-wise.

7.5.3 Validation results

The first two batches of the validation were used to determine the potential of the IBRS ranking mechanism. The results are shown in the pie charts of Figure 7.6. Figure 7.6a shows which system was the test user’s preferred system, based on a majority vote between the two systems. Most users participated in the validation of both the recommendation of greeting cards and holiday homes. Each batch was counted separately. Some 47% of the users preferred IBRS, 22% voted equally often for both of the systems, and 31% of the users preferred Inverted IBRS. In the pie chart of Figure 7.6b, the results are shown when the results of holiday homes with the greeting cards are combined per user. Since this increases the number of votes per
user, ties are less common. In this scenario, 55% of the users preferred the IBRS results, while 34% preferred Inverted IBRS.

(a) Split out between greeting cards and holiday homes (batches counted separately)

(b) Overall (batches combined)

Figure 7.6: Most frequent choices per user for the first two batches of questions

The final batch of the validation was used to determine the usefulness of the proposed recommendation explanation interface for holiday homes. The results of this batch are shown in the histograms of Figure 7.7. Using the 5-point Likert scale, the users who were presented with an interface with explanations rated 167 recommendations with an average score of 3.3772, while users without recommendation explanation rated 172 recommendations with a 3.4709 on average. As this difference falls within the normal margins of variation for this experiment size, we cannot conclude that one interface is clearly preferred over the other one.

Despite satisfying results with respect to the system’s potential to rank recommendations for users, we should not forget that many aspects play a role in the decision-making that cannot (yet) be detected from Facebook profiles. When choosing an item, one will always look at domain-specific item characteristics. For a greeting card, the user looks at colors, style, and the occasion the card is sent for. Similarly, for a holiday home, he looks at price, number of beds, the picture of the home, and the distance to the beach. For this reason, this approach is only intended to be used as a feature of a larger system, taking also these characteristics into account, just as well as a user’s previous purchase and/or browsing behavior.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the IBRS recommendation technique. We discussed the concept of mapping items marked as preferred or liked in social media onto a generic knowledge-base, and query expansion using DBpedia. We presented the technology, including the abstraction layer, tag generation approach, and ranking mechanism. We also presented the
validation results of a user study. Users preferred items that were marked with tags that, through IBRS’s query expansion technique through DBpedia could be related to their facebook-likes over those that were not. Our user interface with recommendation explanation, however, did not turn out to be clearly preferable over an interface without it. In fact, this interface was slightly less favored, but still within the normal margins of variation for our experiment size.

We recommend to use the proposed recommendation technique from this chapter as a feature of a larger recommendation component for a GRS. In such a component, one also needs to take domain-specific features, as well as item popularity and other collaborative filtering features, into account. As discussed in Chapter 2, the POI visits extracted from the GPS signal, using many of the techniques discussed in this thesis, can also be used as a starting point for the recommendation process.
Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored the potential for recommendation of location-bound objects (LBOs) to users, based on trajectory data and social media content. While coping with the challenges of trajectory analysis, UGC quality analysis and recommendation selection, we used only public data and software libraries, to keep the threshold for using or geosocial recommender system GeoSoRS to a minimum. Using the architecture drawn up in Chapter 2, we identified several research questions for which we carried out an in-depth analysis in the respective other chapters of the thesis, to ultimately match user profiles with geoprofiles for location-bound objects. We revisit the research questions discussed in Chapter 1 in Section 8.1 suggest directions for future research on geosocial recommender systems in Section 8.2 and conclude the thesis in Section 8.3.

8.1 Research questions revisited

Throughout this chapter, we answer the research questions of Chapter 1. Below, we discuss our findings for each of them.

8.1.1 Geosocial recommender system architecture

To provide ourselves with a starting point for this research project, we needed to investigate existing work and discover potential research areas for exploration with respect to LBO recommendation by answering the question:

RQ1. Which software components can contribute to LBO recommendation based on the LBO’s geographic embedding and a user’s interests?

In Chapter 2, we presented the architecture of GeoSoRS. This architecture consists of three phases: information collection, information enrichment, and recommendation selection. For each of these components, we discussed
existing approaches and proposed possible (alternative) solutions. We also introduced the concept of geoprofiles, to describe the characteristics of a region relevant for recommendation selection in this application domain. The GeoSoRS architecture distinguishes itself from existing GRS architectures in that it is the only one, to the best of our knowledge, that is based on a combination of trajectory data and existing social media networks, such as Facebook.

8.1.2 Trajectory analysis

The locations that people visit may say something about their preferences and needs. Furthermore, the locations that are visited frequently in a certain region, say something about that region. The resulting potential to populate user profiles and geoprofiles from trajectory data led to the following research question:

**RQ2. How can visited POIs be detected from GPS traces?**

As the process of visited POI extraction is not straightforward, and several steps for data collection and enrichment are required beforehand, we split this research question in the following three subquestions:

**RQ2a. How can existing POIs be collected from the web using minimal resources, with respect to both human effort and computational complexity?**

This research question was addressed in Chapter 3, where we introduced the NeoGeo scraper. The NeoGeo scraper was designed specifically to reduce (1) the effort for scraper development and maintenance and (2) the required computational complexity, since the number of visited web pages increases rapidly with an increasing scope of information to scrape. The NeoGeo scraper is based on workflows of wrapper inducers, as introduced by Kushmeric [55]. The configuration effort for the NeoGeo scraper is limited to (1) a (potentially reusable) scraper workflow, (2) a starting point URL, and (3) a model object class. Furthermore, a pipeline mechanism is used to reduce the required computing resources.

**RQ2b. How can the size and shape of a parcel related to a POI be estimated?**

Since POIs collected from the web typically only contain an address, or a coordinate pair at best, we defined six different approaches for polygon-of-interest (POLOI) approximation in Chapter 4. We compared these using a POI test set for the city of Enschede, The Netherlands. Based on the
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Validation, we concluded that “Voronoi diagrams of the OSM polygons with additional geocoding” (VOSM+), described in Section 4.5.6, is the approach that yields the best results from the ones we propose. It recalls a decent portion of the actual used POLOI and has good precision. Moreover, this approach can be carried out for areas with low POI density without loss of accuracy, and, due to the relatively low computational complexity, the calculation finishes within a reasonable amount of time. We also proposed a client-server interaction which preserves the privacy of the user. This interaction uses techniques to mask the time and exact locations, while still allowing for the creation of a user profile.

**RQ2c. How can POLOIs be used to detect POI visits from mobile trajectory data?**

Improving upon existing POI visit detection techniques was the main objective in Chapter 5, where we introduced our POI visit extraction algorithm PIE. PIE is based on (1) removal of imprecise samples, (2) sample clustering, (3) heading change filtering, and (4) projection onto POLOIs. We compared the results of our algorithm with existing ones, using smartphone trajectory data in urban areas for indoor activities. For this type of common, low quality data, we showed that we are able to infer the visited POIs with significantly better precision and recall than the approaches of Alvares [4], Palma [71], and Rocha [76].

8.1.3 UGC quality assessment

In the GeoSoRS architecture, we also allowed users to enter user-generated content (UGC), to review POIs. This information can be used both for creating stronger user profiles of the UGC creators, as well as stronger geoprofiles, for the LBOs located closely to the reviewed POI. To ensure the usage of high quality data, we attempted to answer the research question:

**RQ3. Which methods can be used to assess the quality of UGC, based on trajectory data?**

In Chapter 6, we showed that trajectory data is much more than a temporal sequence of position samples. We showed how the trustworthiness of UGC can be assessed. In four phases, information is collected, cleaned, analyzed and used for the creation of predictive models. Although these methods were derived in the context of a treasure hunt scenario, they are generally applicable for the analysis of “rich” trajectory data. The staypoint analysis can be used to detect those locations where people spend more time, from which locations can be detected that are relevant for the GRS context. The timeline analysis is useful for comparing the behavior of people, and can
lead to several types of (possibly complementary) categorizations, such as parents or commuters.

8.1.4 Recommendation selection

**RQ4. How can interests be used to select recommendations from a set of location-bound entities?**

We presented the recommendation engine IBRS in Chapter 7. We discussed how interests, automatically detected from Facebook-likes, can be mapped onto a generic knowledge-base. We also discussed how that knowledge-base, DBpedia in our case, can be used to expand the query to a broader set of interests, to finally be mapped onto a tagged item set. IBRS was created to be independent of the domain, which we demonstrated by validating it using both a greeting card set, and a holiday home set, from the case that inspired our research. We also required it to be language-independent, which we demonstrated by using Dutch tags for the greeting card set, and English tags, derived from the descriptions, for the holiday home set. We presented the technology, including the abstraction layer, tag generation approach, and ranking mechanism. We also presented the validation results of a test user group, using two potential interfaces for holiday home recommendations, and compared not only the results of the recommendation algorithm, but also the perceived recommendation relevance by test users.

8.2 Future research directions

In this thesis, we covered several aspects of geosocial recommendation, ranging from detailed trajectory data analysis to using social media profile data for recommendations. In the entire thesis, we have assumed to have no prior knowledge of customer behavior. An area that is yet to be explored is the combination of the techniques described in this thesis with such booking behavior data. For example, we referred to the example hypothesis that the booking behavior of parents differs from the booking behavior of non-parent adults. In the future, validating such hypotheses can strengthen the functionality for geosocial recommendations.

Furthermore, the potential of the trajectory analysis step from Chapter 6 could be further explored. First of all, trajectory analysis could be used for user profile population, rather than only for UGC quality assessment. Secondly, the described method requires human intelligence for pattern detection. Using prior customer online booking behavior as a ground truth for recommendations, the process of trajectory analysis may be automated as well. Features in the trajectory data that have a strong distinguishing factor for booking behavior could be detected automatically.
For the recommendation component of Chapter 7, the booking behavior data could be used for a collaborative filtering-based RS, possibly supported by the described knowledge-based RS. The website browsing and/or booking behavior of users could also be used to generate a feedback loop to create more appealing recommendations. One of our findings in Chapter 7 is that the occurrence of certain tags led to people dismissing the recommendation as irrelevant. This leads to the intuition that this can also be used to the advantage of the system, for example by finding the optimal combination of tags to present the holiday home in a positive way, through implicit feedback of users, who either click or don’t click on a recommendation with a certain tag.

8.3 Concluding remarks

Recommendations are predictions of what people may or may not like. No system can ever achieve 100% accuracy in such predictions, and this unpredictability is exactly what makes this world an interesting place to live in. The possibility to make the choices that we like, some predictable and rational, some unpredictable and based on emotions, gives us a feeling of freedom. However, in the overwhelming amount of options to choose from these days, people can use some help. As long as the privacy of people is respected, both with respect to trajectory data, as well as social media data, geosocial recommender systems can be a step forward in providing this help. With this thesis, we hope to have contributed to the goal of recommender systems: supporting people in their decision-making processes.
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Summary

Daily life is full of location-related decisions: where to go on vacation, which house to buy, which job to apply for, etc. These decisions are not only influenced by the characteristics of this holiday home, house, or company, but also by the region it is located in. What is the distance to the beach, the nearest train station, or the schools and kindergartens? In this thesis, that is inspired by the case of an online holiday home broker, we introduce the geosocial recommender system GeoSoRS: a system that supports people in their decision-making process for location-bound objects, such as holiday homes or real estate, using public data only, to keep the threshold for using GeoSoRS to a minimum.

Current location-based recommender systems are focused on the recommendation of a single point-of-interest (POI), based on the characteristics of that POI only. In this thesis, we combine this information about a region in its geoprofile: a description of those characteristics of a region that are relevant to the decision to be made. We try to find the match between users and location-bound objects through a user profile and a geoprofile respectively, and look at the shared interests that users have and regions can satisfy.

We find this match by answering four main research questions. First of all, we present a software architecture suitable for the combination of web content, social media data, user-generated content (UGC) and several other sources that provide useful information for recommendation selection.

In the second, and largest, part of the thesis, we detect which places are visited by which people through a three-step process: (1) POI collection from the web, (2) estimation of their shape and size, called their polygon-of-interest, using public data only, and (3) matching such two-dimensional polygons-of-interest with user trajectories to detect true visits.

Thirdly, we find a way to assess the quality of UGC, based on trajectory characteristics of their creators. We introduce a method for human pattern recognition in trajectory data, and show how the outcome of this pattern detection can be used for the creation of UGC quality prediction models.

With the fourth and final research question, we focus on knowledge-
based recommendations, combining user interests with the interests that can be satisfied at certain locations. We combine social media data, public generic knowledge-bases and tagged item sets to recommend items from multiple domains, among which holiday homes.
Samenvatting

Het dagelijks leven zit vol locatie-gerelateerde beslissingen: waar op vakantie te gaan, welk huis te kopen, op welke baan te solliciteren, etc. Deze beslissingen worden niet alleen beïnvloed door de karakteristieken van dit vakantiehuisje, huis of bedrijf, maar ook door de regio waarin deze zich bevindt. Wat is de afstand tot het strand, het dichtstbijzijnde treinstation, of de kleuterscholen? In dit proefschrift, dat is geïnspireerd door de casus van een online vakantiehuisjesportaal, introduceren wij het geosociaal aanbevelingssysteem GeoSoRS: een systeem dat mensen ondersteund in het maken van beslissingen omtrent locatie-gebonden objecten, zoals vakantiehuisjes of vastgoed, op basis van enkel publiek beschikbare data, om het gebruik van GeoSoRS zo laagdrempelig mogelijk te houden.

Bestaande locatie-gebaseerde aanbevelingssystemen zijn erop gericht om een enkel point-of-interest (POI) aan te bevelen, op basis van de karakteristieken van dat POI. In dit proefschrift combineren wij de informatie over een regio in haar geoprofiel: een beschrijving van die karakteristieken van een regio die relevant zijn voor de beslissing die gemaakt dient te worden. We zoeken een match tussen gebruikers en locatie-gebaseerde objecten op basis van respectievelijk een gebruikersprofiel en een geoprofiel, en kijken naar de gedeelde interesses die een gebruiker heeft en waar een regio in kan voorzien.

We zoeken deze match door vier hoofdonderzoeksvragen te beantwoorden. Ten eerste presenteren we een software architectuur die geschikt is voor het combineren van informatie van het web, informatie van sociale media in het specifiek, user-generated content (UGC) en meerdere andere bronnen van nuttige informatie voor het selecteren van aanbevelingen.

In het tweede en grootste deel van dit proefschrift, detecteren we welke plaatsen zijn bezocht door mensen op basis van hun GPS geschiedenis door middel van drie stappen: (1) het verzamelen van POIs van het web, (2) het schatten van hun vorm en formaat, ook wel polygon-of-interest genoemd, op basis van enkel publiek beschikbare data, en (3) het matchen van zulke twee-dimensionale polygons-of-interest met de GPS data van gebruikers om POI bezoeken te herkennen.
In het derde deel onderzoeken we de mogelijkheid om de kwaliteit van UGC te schatten, op basis van de karakteristieken van de route en snelheid van de makers. We introduceren een methode voor gedragsherkenning door mensen op basis van trajectgegevens, en laten zien hoe de uitkomst hiervan gebruikt kan worden om modellen voor het voorspellen van UGC kwaliteit te maken.

Met de vierde en laatste onderzoeksvraag focussen we op aanbevelingen op basis van kennis: we combineren de interesses van gebruikers met de interessebehoeften waarin kan worden voorzien op bepaalde locaties. We combineren gegevens van social media, publieke, generieke kennisbanken en geannoteerde itemsets van meerdere domeinen, waaronder vakantiehuisjes.